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T/i« Fisión 0/ Christ
“Thine eyes“ , said Isaiah, “shall see th* King in His 

beauty; they shall behold the land that stretches very far 
off“ . Applying this verse to the experience of St Paul the 
Rev. F.W. Boreham has summarized St Paul’s life in a 
striking passage:

‘‘The vision kingly stands related to the vision c o b - 
tinental;the revelation of the Lord leads to the revelation of 
the limitless landscape. What wa« it that happened one 
memorable day upon the road to Damascus, It was simply 
this; Saul of Tarsus saw the King in His beauty; and what 
happened as a natural and inevitable consequence? There 
came into his lif3 the passion of the far horizon All the 
narrowing limits of Jewish .prejudice, and the cramping bonds 
of Pharisaic superstition fell from him like the scales that 
seemed to drop from his eyes. The world is at his feet. 
Single-handed and alone, taking his life in his band,he 
storms the great centres of civilization, the capitals of proud 
empires, in the name oí Jesus Christ. No difficulty can daunt 
him; no danger impede his splendid progress. He passes 
from sea to sea, from island to island,from continent to 
continent. The hunger of the earth is in his soul;there is 
no coast or colony to which he will not go. He feels himself 
a debtor to Greek and to barbarian, to bond and to free. He 
climbs mountains, fords rivers, crosses continents, bears 
stripes, endures imprisonments, suffers shipwreck, courts 
insult, and dares a thousand deaths out of the passion of 
his heart to carry the message of hope to every crevice and 
corner of the earth. A more thrilling st~>ry of hazard,hardship 
heroism and adventure has never been written. On the road 
to Damascus Paul saw the King in his beauty .and he spent 
the remainder of his life ia exploiting the limitless landscape 
that unrolled itself before him“. (Bunch of Everlastings p. 
168-9)

Is not whst we all need in these day* a fresh vision of 
the King in His beauty?
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NEW In addition to ‘Christian Hope4 'The
CHRISTIAN Christian Farmer’, the ‘Kung Pao' (the
MAGAZINES magazine of the Church of Christ in

China) and The Methodist Magazine,
three other magazines are now being published in West 
'China. They a re ‘Forward’ (i&iH) theorgan of the National 
Christian Council, which takes the place of ‘China for Christ’ 

which owing to the wor has not been publish
ed for a very long time; the Christian Omnibook <
¥1) containing chiefly summaries of books with one or two 
original articles, and published by United Christian Publis

h e rs ; and thirdly 'Spiritual Life’ ( )  published by 
the Religious Tract Society Interim Committee, the articles 
being of a devotional, nature.
NEW All over China the first three days of the
TREATIES old Chinese New Year in February were

given up to celebrating the signing of the 
new treaties between Great Britain and China, and the U.S.A. 
*md China, abolishing extra-territorialfty and returning the 
foreign concessions. In all the big cities of China special 
gatherings were held and speeches made explaining the 
significance of the new treaties'. The President of the Judi
cial Yuan said that the new treaties were a concrete eixprea- 
lion of the Atlantic Charter, and formed a basis for perm
anent peace in the post-war world. The British and 
American Ambassadors in Chungking bath spoke of the 
great importance of the new treaties as marking the beginn
ing of a new chapter in the relations cf China with the 
west, one which was full of hope for the luture.
CHINA’S DESTINY During recent months one very

important book has been publi
shed,, viz. “China’s Destiny’’ (ft*ill¿ ^ 3 0  by China’s 
honoured leader Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. Anything 
written by the Generalissimo is of significance not only 
lor China, but also for the world, in which China is bound 
to play, an increasingly important part. A book such as 
the present one which summarizes the history of China's 
past in relation to foreign powers, and outlines the 
Generalissimo’s plans and hopes for China’s future should 
be studied %  all missionaries. It is important bacause it 
is sure to have a deep influence on the thought of the 
rising generation, who naturally look up with intense 
admiration to the one who has led them so courageously 
through these six long years of war. Even though we may 
iteel in the historial survey of China’s relations with tha 
West that the picture is incomplete* or that certain aspects 
are over*emphasised, it is important that we should all be
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familiar with the Chinese view« point as here presented by 
China’s leader, for only by understanding one another’s 
viewpoints are the nations of the world going to be able to 
adjust their mutual relationships.

It is quite impossible in a brief summary to give any 
adequate idea of the book. All that is attempted in 
what follows is to pick out a few statements that seem to 
be of particular interest or importance as revealing certain 
attitudes or judgements, with which we should be cognizant, 
whether we agree or not in every case with the statement* 
made. This method has the disadvantage of failing to 
give a complete picture, but does enable certain significant 
phrases to be given verbatim.

. The book consists of 223 pages of which 114 deal with 
the past up to the signing of the new treaties, the re6t of 
the book discusses the significance of the new treaties for 
the future of China, and outlines the Generalissimo’s plans 
for China’s reconstruction.

The book begins with a chapter entitled ‘The Growth 
and Development of the Chinese Nation’, This chapter 
as its title makes plain is a brief account of the develop
ment of tbe Chinese nation down to the present day. 
In the course of this historic survey the Generalissimo 
makes certain interesting comments: e.g. that China while 
protecting her own territory never invaded another coun
try, but through her own great culture civilised thè 
surrounding racial groups, and made them part ol the 
Chinese nation, (p .4-5). China always replied to the tri
bute of her noighbours with generous gifts and never with 
economic exploitation, (p .7) With certain of Generaliss
imo’s statements it is particuliarly important that we 
should be familiar as they have a bearing on tbe post-war 
peace settlement. For instance he says that the natural 
frontiers of China are the Pamir Plateau, the Tien 9han 
and Altai Mts in the north-west, Manchuria in the 
north-east; in the west the Kunlun range, and in the south 
the Himalayas and the ‘Middle-South Peninsula’, (i.e. 
French Indo-China, Burma, Siam, and Malaya). This he 
maintains forms one geographical unit or system, and no 
part can be separated from the rest, and “no area can 
beceme an independent unit” . -

P-8). There are no defensible frontiers in 
the river basins of the Yellow river, the Huai river, the 
Yapgtze, and the Han, Mand therefore Formosa, the Pesc
adores, the Four North-eastern provinces, Inner and outer

(To b«  continued on P. 36)
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The Church in China in the Period of 
Transition*
W.B. Djang

Before speaking on the main topic, in which we are 
all interested, and about which we are deeply concerned 
let us have some simple definitions of the terms which we 
shall use frequently. There are two parts which compose 
our subject - 'The Ghurch in China, and the Period of 
Transition’. Let us take.the second part first.

What do we mean by the period of transition? It 
must mean a time of importance, of radical and epoch-mak
ing changes which will have their bearings on the Church in 
China. I suppose the first big change which we all take 
lor granted is from war to peace,, with tinal victory on the 
tide o! the United Nations or Great Democracies. This 
will give us some assurance of religious freedom, which the 
totalitarian systems represented by the Axis will not 
permit. The second big change is the new international 
status of China, which is already recognized by the recently 
signed Sino-British and Sino- American treates. These will 
put China on the same rooting with all the great powers 
of the world. This will mean that Christian work in China, 
even though supported by friends abroad, will cease to be 
a treaty concession and will become a religious movement 
in China and of China. The third phase which we take for 
granted is that China will become a united nation undera 
democratic government, under which due freedom will be 
granted to all religions. This will mean that the Christian 
Church will struggle on the same basis with all other 
major religious groups in China such as Buddhism, Islam 
and others.

What do we mean by the Church? It is most important 
to know what we mean by it, for the word may have dif
ferent connotations with people, or with the same people on- 
different occasions. Sometimes we use it in a spiritual 
sense, denoting the Christian fellowship in the abstract - it 
means the Communion of the Saints, a most com
prehensive concept, transcending time and space, the 
Church invisible and indivisible. But more often we mean 
the [concrete church in the world. In this respeet we 
sometimes think of the individual church, such denomina
tions or local congregations as we know. Sometimes we

*An address delivered to th e ’̂ nfest China Church W orkers’
Conference, Jan. J4, I&43.



think of the Church synthetic, the whole Christian move
ment. i  assume that in our subject t day, ‘ths Church in 
China’ the church must be considered in this synthetic 
sense, meaning the whole Christian movement in China, 
with all its activities so that we are not thinking of the 
individual churches or denominations.

With this understanding of the terms involved in the 
subject let me suggest a few things which to my mind are 
among the most urgent efforts which the Church in China 
will have to make in this period of transition. Its 6uccqss 
or failure in these efforts will have a far-reaching effect 
on the future of Christianity in China.

1. The Church in China m ust do everything pos
sible to work fo r  fin m c ia l independence.

For more than 100 years the church in China has 
been living on the gifts of our fellow-b^lievers in the West. 
Since the war thess gifts hav? increased substantially. 
For two reasons the question of financial independence 
must be solved as soon as possible. First, when the war 
is over and when China attains to full equality with the 
powers of the world, it is possible that for the sake of 
self-respect, th e  Chinese Government may decide to control 
or limit the amount of financial help from foreign sources 
to all social organizations. In this ev^nt, th i church will 
be one of the first organizations to  be noticed. Secondly, 
in order to  cultivate a sense of self-respect and 10 win 
social respect in China, financial independence is an 
indispensable step. As to how achieve this goal, the 
problems are net simple. Various experiments and attempts 
have to be made and a good deal of tlnught must be put 
Into it. We hope that during the .next few y^ars our 
missionary friends will use th*ir gifts wisely enough to help 
|he  Chinese church to attain this g'ial.

2. The thought and theology of the Church m ust 
become l4Chinnfied’\

The question of “Chinafication” may arouse one of 
two reactions, either extreme syncretism, which leads to 
Complete merging of Christianity into the community of 
religions in China; or the ultra-reactioi.ary extreme which 
considers Christianity as a unique religion which refuses 
assimilation oi any kind. Neither ot these extremes are 
true to tiie nature of Christianity. The history of the 
Christian Movement clearly shows that the genius and 
greatness of Christianity lies in its power of assimilation. 
Before the middle of the 5tL century, Christian theology 
already has the richness of ‘three measures of m eal/



3ewisli, Greek, and Roman culture. The early Christian 
missionaries m Chinn were fully aware of this genius. Their 
early apologies were well tuned to the classical thinking of 
Chinese scholars. With the rise of the Republic, there came 
an extreme tendency toward Westernization. The as
similative tendency in Christianity was called to a stop for 
th e  time being. In recent yea s there has not b sen enough 
effort made to revive this tendency. Serious attempts must 
be made to revive i t  as soon as possible. When wisely 
directed, a “Chinafied ¡Christianity” will lose nothing of its 
true Christian nature and appearance, but become richer 
and more attactive to the Chinese people. Like the 
Yangtze River, which absorbs many streams and tributaries 
in its course, and beeomes a greater Yangtze River, so 
Christianity has baea mad? greater and richer by the  
process oi assimilation through its history.

3. The organization of the Church m ust be 
-adapted to the needs of ths time.

History has shown that the organization of local and 
national churches may take many form*. These differeat 
iorms, though not without theological basis, have come 
into being largely under the influence of the social and 
political environment of the time. The earliest Jewish 
■Christians had meetings similar to those to which they 
were accustomed. When the church expanded into the 
Greek world, organization was adapted to the new needs, 
and again under the influence of the Roman Empire the 
Church formed its organization on lines familiar and similar 
to that of the Roman Empire and its provinces, Many 
examples might be cited o t tin  influence of national and 
politi-al life and thought on the organization of the church 
is various parts of the wastern world in our day^ Thfr 
tendency in the last decade or so has been toward union 
in all forms of social groups. So in the church we see the 
same tendency Denominationally wa have seen the 
formation of the Baptist World Alliance and the dnvelop- 
ment of World Methodisn. Nationally we have seen the 
birth of the United Church of Canada and of the Church of 
Christ,in China. Whatever room for improvement there 
may be in these organic groupings, it represents a movement 
in the right directon.

There is a great cry today for unity in the church, and 
much feeling against the perpetuation of denominations, 
because in this time of transition there is a great need for 
a  united Protestant church. . During these years of war the 
Catholic church in China is in a way better off, because of
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its organization, to» exert national and local influence, and 
to give an impression of unity in dealing with government 
bodies. By contrast, it is really pitiful to realize that no 
one organization in China can represent and speak for the 
Protestaat church. It is quite possible that before lo g 
pressure from with <ut may force the Prot »atant church to 
take definte steps toward greater unity., but how mn.h 
better it would be if wa could achieve this from within and 
on a really spiritual basis!

4. The program  of the Church m ust be o»e of 
eoncentraton.

Although we may feel when we look at the Christian 
movement in China that the total result is gratifying, even 
if giving no ground for complacency, yet when we cune to 
look at the individual churches, the district associations 
and the qualified leadership of the church, can we have 
confidence that the church in China is string enough to 
stand the strain of this time of transition? I feel that: any 
honest appraisal of the strength of the Protestant church 
in China must restrain us from any easy optimism. In<ieud, 
in not a few places where Chinese churches form*rly 
depended on support from missionaries and mission funds 
from certain Europ°an countries which, since the war, 
have not bsen able to continue the same support, such 
churches are already fn danger of extinction.

This program of concentration is re*lly a change of 
Christian strategy. The first stage of Christian work in 
China was the occupation of strategic points. The gr^at 
missionary movement in the last half century has increased 
these points by the hundreds and fn ma >y places ma .aged 
to connect them into lines and circles^ The next logical 
step is to expand from some of the^e li ies and points a id 
grow into spaces or definite areas. From this poi t of 
view, we must admit that so far no appeciable result has 
been seen. We can scarcely point out a single village, a 
single street as being Christian in the sen*e that it# 
population is solely or largely Christian. The Gospel 
Village in Shensi may be an exception to the rule. This 
makes it hard for Christians in life and conduct to live in 
Christian nurture on one day of the week and on the other 
six days to live under non-Christian, un-Christian or even 
anti-Christian influences. This also makes it impossible 
to permeate the life of society; a small group of Chris
tians. scattered as they are, finds it impossible even to  
have a voice in the general affairs of the community. 
Hence the local church may be a city on the mountain for
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its own members, bat faifs-to be a light for' society as n 
whole.

Concentration of program doe* not have to depend on 
organic union. The various denomination» wcrkrog in the 
same city may experiment in a correlated progtfam, or 
concentrate their work in- a  ccrtain section of the city, or 
on c^rtni ■ phases of the !if» of a1 city. Such stepsin cooperat
ion may prepare the way to a united Church of Christ in 
China. Christian sch »ols and hospitals in the last 30 year* 
have made great progress in this direction.- It i t  high time 
that the church itself took definite step» in the same 
direction

5. The Message o f the. Church m ust b§ spiritua l. 
It may seem that this final point it too obvious to be mer** 
tioned. but it needs emphasis in thi* time of transition. 
It is evident that we are surrounded by and burdened with 
political and economic questions of the greatest gravity. 
But we who are Christians must give primacy to spiritual 
things. W? are proud of th1? fact that the Church in china ha* 
taken a prominent part in every kind of social improve
ment^ During the recent years of national struggle for 
existe ce, Christian» have distinguished themselves in 
every line of service - to *he s >ldiers, the refugees, to the 
distressed and wounded all over the country, and recently 
even to the neglected tribes people in the frontier provinces. 
We also admire the Christia i participation in political and 
•conomie movements, such a* the promotion of democracy 
and cooperatives. But we must not forget that all such 
efforts are meaningful and eff -otive in proportion to the 
physical strength and spiritual depth of the life of th© 
church.

What China in the period of transition needs from the 
church is first and foremost a spiritual message, which touc- 
hes,tran*forms, and comforts the heart of man. How much 
of our Christian preaching and writing are in keeping, with 
this most profound need? Do we not too often ^rr on the 
side of talking of politics, economics, social problems, and 
intellectual gymnastics, in which we are mere laymen,, but 
neglecting the one thing for which the church exists?

Time does not permit me to  go on with any of the five 
points in detail. They are necessarily sketchy and there
fore they must appear somewhat dogmatic* A throw them 
out in this rough form and hope many of my fellow work
ers and thinkers will go into them more fully and systema
tically. For I do believe that these are things *hich the 
church in China in this period of transition cannot afford 
to overlooks
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Indusco— A  Survey. 
by Rewi Alley.

In August 1938. as part o! the wartime movement 
tor production in China, the first units of the Chinese In
dustrial Cooperatives were set up in the povinceof Shensi.

The peak was reached by the Summer of 1941, when 
some thousand Cooperative Units with forty thousand 
members, giving direct employment to another fifty thou
sand workers and providing a livelihood for the dependents 
of both groups, were successfully functioning in sixteen 
provinces of China. The number of units has been some
what diminished since then, due largely to difficulties in 
capitalisation at a time of rapidly rising prices.

The total amount of capital invested in the Industrial 
Cooperatives over this period has not exceeded eighteen 
million dollar*. Industrial Cooperatives at present produce 
monthly Twenty Million Dallars’ of consumer goods.

Why Industrial Cooperatives
The purpose of the organisation called ‘‘Indusco’ ’by 

its oversea friends was to institute in China a popular 
movement for small-scale industry on planned, cooperative 
lines. Its aims may be summarised as follows:

The Utilisation of unexploited resource* of man-power 
and material for productive purposes in all parts of China 
under Chinese rule.

A practical solution to wartime social problems, 
employment of joblesi artisans, technical training of refu
gees, disabled soldiers and their dep«ndents; mobilisation 
of technicians, cooperative organisers, and accountants.

Economic stabilisation of China by moans of a people’s 
movement for the widespread produotion of wealth.

The Cooperative system has obvious advantages in 
wartime China, where lank of trained psrsonnel for factory 
management and the risk of bombing are serious handicaps 
to the development of large-scale industry. It is the opin
ion of the organisers and members of Indusco that this 
movement built by their own faith and energy, for which 
some of them have already given their lives has proved 
beyond any question that it will work

By modernising the old Chinese guild system; by striv
ing for technical improvement, standardisation of products, 
and better working conditions; by developing a nation-wide 
organisation through Cooperative Federations w*|h their 
large-scale marketing and supply facil ties, Indusco has
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opened up new possibilities for the future of small-scale 
industry in China.

But it cannot be too strongly emphasised that what 
Indusco has done already is only a beginning. It is not 
what this movement has done, but what it has shown can 
be done for China, that natters.

Industrial cooperation as a movement in China is 
capable of almost infinite expansion provided that the dy
namic of a people’s movement is kept, that the system rema
ins a decentralised non-Governmental one, and is kept in the 
hand# of clear-thinking technical experts in cooperation, 
finance and engineering; and providing that it can continue 
to enjoy the leadership of Its President H E Dr. H.H. Kung, 
vice President of the Executive Yuan, i nd Minister of 
of Finance who for years prior to this war advocated the 
integration of industry and agriculture as a practical 
means of attaining the principle of better people’s 
livelihood worked for by Dr-Sun Yat Sen.

Dr. Kung has supported Chinese Industrial cooperatives 
over these long war years in the face of criticism. Ai a 
liberal statesman with a , sound knowledge of rural con
ditions, be has realized what the industrialised village can 
<lo for the couutry in the future. And what it can do for 
people’s morale at this time. His contribution to the 
movement has been one that will b ? more and more valued 
as it is understood throughout the membership and friends 
-of cooperatives everywhere.

The Background
Through centuries of comparative isolation, China 

wai a self-contained country with a predominantly agrarian 
economy. What industry there was remained closely linked 
to rural agricultural production. It was largely handicraft 
industry organised on a family basis, a strong feature 
being secrecy of process. From these elements developed 
the famous Chiaesa "‘Guild System.”

With the impact of the West, bringing modern 
machinery and factory methoda of production, moat of thi# 
traditional Chinese industry succumbed to tha competition 
of cheaper goods flooding in from the coast. Agricultural 
production could not absorb all the available labour. With 
the break-up of the old feudal Empire ca ne the rule of the 
warlords and the rise of great armies, destructive as locusts 
over China’s good earth.

All was not black, however. In this disintegration 
there were also seeds of a new hope. Resolutely, through
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the unrest of the ‘twenties and under the ¿rowing threat of 
Japanese domination, the movement for Chinese unity and 
modernisation went forward. Bat no soDner had the 
"All-China F.ront” against Japan been formed, than war 
came to-- China on a nation-wids scale, bringing the destruc
tion or capture of most of the newly-organised coastal 
industry, and a partial blockade of ths unoccupied provin
ces. Today only two routes of supply link China with the 
outer world: the air route from India, and the Narthwestern 
highway from the Soviet union across Chinese Turkestan. 
Both these routes have a very limited capacity, and 
naturally are devoted to absolute essential# in war sup
plies.

Chinese industrial production faces a new crisis, 
unprecedented in all its troubled history, Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek has said that “China’s war is 70 per cent 
econom ic,This is no exaggeration. For China must defend 
and supply not only a “main front" stretchiug from 
Mongolia to the Himalayas but those other “fronts” created 
by local areas of Chinese resistance bshind the Japanese 
lines, where all the main communications are held by the 
invaders.

An Opportunity and the Answer
But with this same crisis in production, has come new 

opportunities for those whose imagination could grasp 
them. Mass migration westward under the first shock of 
Japanese invasion has produced a refugee surplus of man
power - - some of it trained manpower. The urgent need 
to find a livelihood for refugeas, victims of the war, disabled 
soldiers, added to the wartime stimulus for research into 
new industrial processes and the revival of old processes 
long neglected, have made possible the creation of new 
wealth in China and the unleashing of new productive 
forces.

The need and tha opportunity have found an answer: 
the Chinese Industrial Cooperatives. INDUSCO began as 
an effort to meet the demands of a local market. But 
inevitably the kind of organisation INDUSCO has evolved 
tends to widen that market until it covers the whole of 
unoccupied China.

Industry for the People
In this movement for industry and for better livelihood, 

there are all the possibilities the ordinary Chinese artisan 
could wish for. China is not a poor country. Potentially, 
the ia one oi the richest in the world. Not only because of



her resources in materials and in markets but also because 
she has a people trained through the centuries in the way 
of cooperation. In her old family system, people learnt 
how to work together in groups. Today, Indusco comes to 
hj?lp them to modernise the process in the light of new 
means of production; and to enable them to do their work 
in surroundings they know, and where they can lire more 
reasonable lives than in the shadow of the industrialised 
city of the coast, People like the place where they have 
been brought up, and the betterment of the small machine 
enables them to stay and live there, if their organisation 
around their work is modernised, and made to take the 
strains to which it might be subjected.

C.T.C. m achine shops in many districts are the first 
that have ever operated there. It is interesting to see the 
way the country folk crowd around a machine shop on days 
when there is something to be done, to watch molten iron 
being poured into moulds. How easy it ia for them to 
understand that this means better rice mills, better flour 
mills - - the better scutching machine for cotton, the better 
water wheel to turn it with.

Small industry — cooperative units for both heavy 
and consumer goods production — can fill a great gap in 
the industrial economy of a nation so vast in area as is 
China. Essential to success are standardisation of products, 
more efficient methods of production and most of all, 
interlinking federations of cooperatives, making an ever 
strengthening chain. I have seen recently good small 
plants making industriaLacids, glass ampules for army 
medical use, alcohol for fuel, improved paper, and pottery, 
iron smelting cooperatives, that are laying the basis of local 
industrial expansion. In Kansu woolen homespun textiles 
are making headway; in Shensi millions of blankets are 
being produced for the army; in Honan army cloth is being 
made from local cotton grown beside the cooperatives that 
do the spinning and weaving.

The Difficulties
There is, of course, much to be done yet to perfect 

organisation. Existing cooperatives need to be adequately 
financed, and finança provided for all new cooperatives that 
wish to enter the chain, Federations must be encouraged 
to set up their Treasuries, as well as their branches of mark
eting and supply, so that their short term loans can be easily 
provided for. A better system of business analysis is 
needed, so as the better to estimate the worth of cooperative 
groups. Further strides should be made towards the goal
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'©Thaving the whole system stand on its own ïeet, and is 
without any Government aid to staff. A chain of self- 
supporting federations, employing its own technicians is 
the answer. Experimentation in bstter machines must be 
pushed— the bstter wool and cotton spinners for rural 
districts; the better small tannery chemical works, etc. 
More should be done to get all technicians away from the 
«oastal areas where they might 6erve the enemy, and 
4>ring then to the service of unoccupied China.

The main difficulty to be surmounted is ignorance. 
People have to be shown better methods. Simple cost 
accounting must be taughc. A force of real enthusiasts for 
cooperation must be built up— people with a real sen*« of 
mission The official and banking world must come to a 
new understanding that the production of wealth is impor
tant, and that this is the best use for capital. People of 
goodwill everywhere must learn that relief, to mean 
anything, must aim at bringing out China’s latent power for 
creative, self-help.

Internatio  nal Support
In all of this, Indusco has had much help from friends 

everywhere. The strongest support comes from committees 
in the United States, headed by Indusco Inc. in New York 
City. In the Philippines and thoughout the S -uth seas before 
Dec. 7th, 1943, there was widespread iuterest and assistance. 
British relief funds have made useful contributions, and the 
International Committee for Chinese Industrial Cooper
atives Productive Relief Fund, under the Chairm ans hip of 
the Rt. Rev. R 0. Hall, the Bishop of Hongkong, has acted 
as agent for all overseas committees in bringing this help 
together to assist the President and Board of the CIC so 
meet the ever growing demands for cooperative, technical 
and accounting training, experimentation, and assistance 
to those war areas where it is difficult to obtain bank loans.

It has also done muOh for China in the field of 
publicity. People become interested in a country and a 
cause when they help it. Tha older imperialism is giving 
way to free partnership between nations, and the interest 
that has been aroused in the efforts of the Chinese people 
to help themselves, bring respect and credit that is beyond 
price. Economic freedom is the best frasdom to fight for. 
Everywhere we are looking for the better way in people’s 
organisation. We have at our feet today, a vast store of 
technical knowledge which can be applied by clever brains 
and hands to the materials we possess for that freedom to 
live in security which we must have. The west has solved



the,problem of the means of production. It may well be, 
that the east will make its contribution in showing the 
better way to use these means. The movement that Dr 
U.H. Kung leads today, has possibilities that stagger the 
Imagination-

Untrodden Paths

At first sight, any attempt to depict the problems and 
progress in the work of the China Inland Mission during 
1942 might be thought to be doomedto failure. Conditions 
under which workers laboured varied fntna close compound 
confinement under a strict Japanese regime, to the liberty 
enjoyad among tribes who live on distant hillsides, where 
war and its horrors seen to be comparatively remote. In 
the latter case, problems, if the ever-present economic 
pressure be excepted, were not greatly different from those 
encountered in former years: in the former case, one might 
almost be tempted to wonder what progress could possibly 
be made in such circumstances.

In one sense, each new year is an introduction to 
untrodden paths. Yet, especially after a long period of 
established missionary work, it is often possible to gain 
much from the experience of those who have gone before. 
Most mission workers now in China feel, however, that 
conditions are so different from those of any preceding year, 
that, to a greater degree than ever, it is necessary to ask 
God to show to His servants the right way for the ordering 
of His work in this land.

As is probably already known, the China Inland Mission 
Headquarters has always been located in Shanghai. Towards 
the end of 1940. however, it was felt that a small party of 
experienced workers should travel to Chungking so that, if 
Shanghai should ever feel the further effect» of war, there 
would at least be an emergency organization which could 
be responsible for the direction of the woik in "free” China, 
War in the Pacific broke out on December 8th, 1941, and. 
two days later this emergency headquarters staff began 
to function. The year 1942 opened with all sorts of doubta. 
Jit was not known whether communications with the coast 
could be maintained: it had not been possible to bring all 
necessary records through Burma, and many questions ne
eded to be answered: Ho 1 e countries had besn asked to 
remit funds d-rect to "free” China, but would the proc' ss 
of remittance act as smoothly to Chungking as it formerly 
did to Shanghai? Some workers in the central provinces of
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China speedily found that it was possible to write to Shang
hai, and they were then wondering to which centre they 
ought to look for direction. These were, actually, some of 
the more immediate problems, and they were soon solved.

In Chungking, there can have been few daya during 
1942 when thought was not centred upon fellow-workers 
in occupif d China. In Shanghai and Chefoo alone, there 
were more than one hundred and thirty adult workers, 
while extra heavy responsibility had to bs borne for nearly 
one hundred and seventy children, the parents of most of 
whom were far away. Twenty-three other workers were 
in smaller centres, from some of which it was impossible 
to obtain any sort of new*. Certainly God dealt graciously 
with His servants. For the greater part of the year, the 
Chefoo Schools were able to function normally, and when, 
in November, internment at Temple Hill (Presbyterian 
Mission Compound) became an accomplished fact, condi
tions, though trying enough, were better than had been 
feared. Workers in Shanghai were allowed to remain on 
their own compound, and almost on the last day of the 
year, God crowned His mercies by bringing in safely the 
party which had heen interned in Hongkong. Workers in 
the smaller places were all gradually withdrawn to Shanghai 
by the authorities, and it has been possible for some of them 
to return to the home countries. Nevertheless, it is sadly 
recalled that missionary work has had to be abandoned in a 
few m-ire centres, and the flock of God is being continually 
subjected to the ravening of the wolves

The direct effects of war brought their perplexities 
and dangers to some workers in free China. Early in 
May, as the enemy advanced along the Burma Road, some 
had to flee with, sometimes, only a few miles between 
themselves and the advancing armies. One young couple, 
carrying their little child, had to walk many miles at a 
time when the road was not only blocked by refugees, but 
wh^n it was almost impossible even to buy food. The 
following month saw the Japanese advance into western 
Chekiang ant north-eastern Kiangsi. Station after station 
had to be vacated: some made their way by foot over high 
mountain ranges into Fukien province: others lived with 
Chinese friends in country farmhouses: and all were se
parated from communication with their friends. Mission
aries whose stations did not lie along the immediate path 
of advance were yet disturbed in mind, for it was only to# 
often impossible to obtain reliable news, and rumour was 
rife. The loss of worldly goods became a common occur
rence. And yet, through all, God spared the life of every
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on? of His servants, and a deeper bond of sympathy be
tween Chinese and missionary was formed. But while 
these forces of evil were at work* it is good to remember 
that a period of prace was being enjoyed in many other 
parts of China. Travelling tended to become physically 
more dangerous, but, generally speaking, banditry had 
greatly decreased, and, in western and north-western China., 
there was a welcome relief from ths air-raids which had 
played such havoc with routine missionary work during the 
preceding year.

No mission can have been free from the embarrassment 
of the economic problem during 1942, Once it was possible 
to order life with a reasonably exact knowledge of the: 
expenditure that would be involved. Now, the frequent 
and irregular rise in prices tended to anxious thought, 
problems of of finance had to be afforded more consider
ation, and the retention of servants was no easy matter. 
It would be idle to deny that most C.I.M. workers felt that 
a new test was being put upon their faith in God. The 
outward difficulties still continue, but, slowly perhaps, 
some ideas of the lessons that God would teach in the 
present emergency are being grasped. Money cannot so 
freely be allocated to certain aspects of the work as for
merly, but, with that restriction, often comes the welcome 
news that Chinese Christians are increasingly feeling the 
responsibility that devolves upon them. In some conntry 
place s, churches that were last June destroyed by the in
vading armies have already been rebuilt And if increased 
Chinese donations ar ' largely commensurate with the loss 
in value of the currency, signs are not lacking that Chris
tians are learning the meaning of stewardship - in its rela
tion to the churches of which they are members.

In war areas, some have fallen away because of the 
persecution through which they have passed: but the vast 
majority have remained faithful to their Lord, and have 
been able to rejoice, even when they have lost all things. 
On^ of the problems confronting Mission financial admin
istration has been that, only too often, there has been a 
rapid rise in the cost of living in the more distant areas, 
and, because of slow communications, th i news has only 
gradually filtfred through to Chungking. To workers thus 
directly affected, temptations to worry have often abound
ed, but there are few who would not feel that God has 
shown that He can supply the needs of His servants from 
a variety of sources - including that of a loving cooperation 
which is the result of insight of Chinese friends. As a  
Mission, we have felt that often God has sought to teach, 
us anew to distinguish between cur needs and our wants.



It is always easier to speak of problems than progress. 
Often effort has been expended in the negative overcoming 
of difficulty, rather than in the positive work of advanoe. 
Certainly, in “free” China, normal work has been maintained, 
and opportunities for bringing the message of the Gospel 
to all classes of paople abound. Yet. with the number of 
baptisms probably only half that of the previous years, and 
while making every allowance for the disrupting influence 
of war in many places where the work has formerly beei 
most fruitful, there is sometimes a sobsr wondering whether 
there has actually been any real progress. It is not so 
oasily seen as in other years: no spectacular w >rk ha» b>en 
opened: statistics bring little camfort. But, in this tiins 
of war, thera are indications of an ever-closer band between 
Chinese Christians and their Missionary fri;nd§: there is au 
increased consciousness of an aim in the work, and of a 
plan to which our labours must conform, if they are to 
naost effective. Above all, as a Mission, and as individuals, 
we have felt that our witness to ths guidance and provision 
of God has been brought up-to-date. While we rejoice in 
the way that Gad led during past years, we als'> rejoice 
that, in our own experience, it has been possible to know 
that our Heavenly Father is the Oae Who is unchanying, 
and the One Whose promises are sure.

N. C. Pateman

Knowledge Of God

T h e  kn o w led g e  of G od  is difficult-. It  req u ires  a true  
and r igh t ly  direoted life an d  all our earn estn ess .  N o w  m a y  
we Seak th e  H ig h e s t  w ith  less than o ur  best en d ea v o u r ?  It 
d e m a n d s  co n sc ien t io u sn ess .  H o w  m a y  we draw near  the  
H o lie s t ,  if  no t  by fo l lo w in g  the  best we k n o w ?  I t  d e m a n d s  
p e n iten ce .  H o w  m a y  we hope to have  fe l lo w sh ip  w ith  the  
In f in i te  P u r i t y ,  if  we cherish  a n y th in g  with w h ich  H e  m a r  
n o t  dw el l?  I t  d e m a n d s  h u m il i ty -  H o w ,  w ith  pride  in our  
hearts  towards e ither  God or m a n ,  can we know  a L ove  which  
c o n d escen d s  from the throne  of heaven  to the  lowliest  on  the  

•earth?
J. Oman Vision and Authority 62-S.



Youth And Religion Movement Trip to 
N orthw est, A utum n 19J¡£

(.General Im pressions)
Leaving in November for Sian and returning south as 

far as Kiating and Oraai, a round trip of soma 3,000 kilome
ters from Chengtu back to Chengtu, wa visited 17 Universi
ties and Middle Schools, and spoke in 9 other Institutions. 
In the two months’ time we were on the road ws address
ed 70 meetings with a total attendance of approximately 
13,000.

We found that the proportion of students coming from 
occupied territory to these Government Universities and 
Middle Schools, in the area visited, was decreasing, and that 
of local students increasing. This was particularly notice
able in Szachuan, in such Universities as Northeastern and 
Wuhan. In the Universities in Shensi there is still a large 
proportion of Honan students, with many from occupied 
sections Women students everywhere seemed to average 
about 10% of the total student population.

With the exception of Wuhan and Szschuan Universi
ties, we were impressed with the inadequacy oí the physical 
equipment available. Libraries seem?d well catalogued 
and administered, but books and periodicals were obviously 
insufficient. In some cases students could only borrow 
one book at a time, and reference works were in constant 
and competitive demand. Foreign journals after 1940, or 
in many e îses 1938, were completely missing. Foreign 
Language departments were keen to g3t hold of anything 
printed in English. Provision for scientific laboratories, 
and the ajppar&tus 4n the laboratories, was ’.voefully inade
quate! One Medical school was carrying on in a group of 
smafl separated rural temples, with few medicines, and 
almost no laboratory equipment Th2 equipment in the 
Northwest Engineering College, though good as far as it 
goes, doesn't begin to go far enough. The situation is, ®f 
course, forcing professors to invent. All sorts of ingenious 
substitutes and equipment made of local materials are ap
pearing. The buildings used are in some- cases comfortable 
enough. The Northwest Engineering College has borrowed 
some excellent Roman Catholic buildings at Kulupa, though 
there is no provision at all for baths, either for faculty or 
students. The Northwest Agricultural College has at Wo- 
kung.one of the finest buildingç in the Northwest, with all 
arrangements for electricity and running water except the 
^actual electrical currrnt and water supply.

Tbe economic condition of the students in the Govern-
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ment Universities is at the present time, naturally, low. 
Many have inadequate bedding and winter clothing. Almost 
all of the studeuts receive the Ministry of Education loass. 
The decided contrasts between rich and poor that appear 
in some of the private Universities are, however, missing. 
Because of the universal subsidizing, many economically 
poor students, particularly some of farmers, who would 
formerly have had little chance of getting a higher education, 
•re now in the Government schools and doing well. The 
most acute problem appears to bs that of food. In most 
eases the students handle their own food arrangements. 
They appear to do it economically, and efficiently, and the 
food is clean and good, but scarcaly adequate and not always 
well planned from the dietetic-d point of view. In one 
university we found the students having for each meal brown 
wheat ‘mo-mo’, (steamed bread), and one vegetable. Meat 
is seldom eaten Students who have a little extra money 
buy peanuts, caites and orangfes oa the street. Many are 
afraid of sickness because thsy know their resistance is low. 
The Universities find it difficult t> gst a^le school doctors, 
and even more difficult to secure adequate medicines. Stu
dents with serious illnesses or needing operations must be 
sent long distances, at great expense, to the nsare&t city 
hospital. Students who contract T.B. are often given up 
for lost, as there are no funds or facilities for the diet and 
rest necessary for recovery. In Kiating a few students* have 
died front a special kind of paralysis which brings on death 
in 24 hours. Doctors are investigating the cause, but the 
theory most widely accepted by the student* is that it 
results from the presence of barium chloride in the lo^al 
salt. Many are nervous and frightened. One siudent told 
me that he couldn't sleep at night for fear of the paralysis. 
Economic problems, poor diet and the fear of disease are 
forcing students to concentrate on the immediate present, 

i and form a major cause of the lowering of morale and the 
disappearance of the spontaneous spirit of service of a few 
years ago.

We were aware of a good bit of smoking and drinking 
among the students, and dishonesty in the taking of ex
aminations is very prevalent. These are probably a corollary 
of the general depression and loss of zestful interest in life 
that studenis everywhere reported. Several presidents men
tioned nervous breakdowns among their students Men’s 
and women’s relationships seem unnatural. There is little 
opportunity for healthy friendships to develop without 
gossip and forcing to premature engagements. Guidance 
and help are needed in this field et once.
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In the matter of politic il and social attitudes we found 
a decided apathy. In our discussions no concrete politic
al issues were raised, and seldom did anyone ask a ouestion 
with regard to the progress of the war. There was genuine 
interest, however, in the post-war settlement. In three 
places we found that the students were or had been in 
unrest and were causing the authorities coniderable concern. 
In no case did the trouble seem to arise from political 
groups aversion to political manoevering in the appointment 
of Presidents end professors, and in the disciplining of 
students, The one political issue that was raised in Christian 
Fellowships was th e  relation between Religion and Politics. 
“Could a Christian join political parties, take part in politi
cal action, fully accept the San Min Cbu I? Were there 
any conflicts? Where should one’s highest loyalty be?, etc.”

We found student morale rather low; not in the sense 
that there was loss of confidence in the government or the  
nation’s war effort, (there i« really more unity and confid
ence in victory than ever before), but in the sense that 
students felt dull, depressed, bored, lonely and isolated. 
They could find little interest in the things they were doing. 
There was no keen desire to get recent war news, no spont
aneous movement of propaganda groups into the country 
to stir the people. Students were more materialistic, con- 
their centrating on their own daily problems, or on getting on 
with lessons. There is a general movement of students away 
from courses in Arts or Pure Sci mce, into Economics and 
Engineering. The motivation seemed to be largely a desire 
to solve their economic problems quickly after graduation. 
The students recognized the dangers in the situation, and 
seemed eager for outside stimulus and a new challenge to 
sacrificial service. Christian students responded to the 
call of the new Self-dedication Movement. Intellectually 
many of the students feel cut off. They want more recent 
books, more periodicals, more speakers from out6ide the 
University. More music, especially mass singing, would 
give a much needed lift to the student spirits, but tba stan
dards of music are not high. Well trained music directors 
could render a great service.

Faculty-student relationships need improvement. The 
tutorial system is nominal, and most contacts are purely 
formal. There is little personal friendly contact betwee n 
profeisors and students, soma professors feeling that any 
friendly moves on their part or special cultivation of 
students would be suspected by other faculty members. 
The students criticize the faculty for not giving stimulating 
teaching. Faculty members then say that the standard of
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students is going down. Certainly many professors are 
underpaid and overworked. Few students now seem in
terested in teaching as a life work. Teacher Training Col
leges ara finding it difficult to get enough good students.

We were very much heartened by the reception we 
were given in the government schools when speaking about 
the Christian faith and life. There seems to be no active 
anti-Christian sentiment among the students. Everywhere 
faculty and students gave us an open welcome and a good 
hearing. Part of the welceme, particularly official feasts, 
may have been due to Mr. Kiang’s connection with the 
National Student Relief Committee. Our interest in student 
relief obviously facilitated contacts, though too close a 
miking of evangelism and financial relief needs to be guarded 
against, lest a new type of student rice-Christian be produc
ed. However, the welcome to us speakers on. the subject 
of “Youth and Religion” seemed genuine. Many times 
non-Christian administrative officers, in introductions and 
summaries, stressed our function as Christian workers and 
drove home religious points with real emphasis. In most 
of the Universities we found strong Christian Fellowships; 
strong, not in the program or organizational sense, but in 
the fact of an active earnest Christian student leadership. 
The struggle in an indifferent environment seamed to have 
produced a type of initiative that is often lacking in a Chris
tian school. Of course, where there were a few Christian 
faculty members or a student secretary the student Christian 
work found it far easier to thrive. We felt that the weakness 
of the Christian Fellowships lay chiefly in their want of 
outward expression. They were too much restricted to week
ly devotional meetings and occasional socials. They were 
obviously helping each other to maintain their Christian 
faith and they were bound together in an intimate com
radeship, but there seemed to be too little attempt to reach 
non-Christians or to affect their environment through volunt
ary Christian service. In the Christian groups were 
.students of all shades of opinion and from many different 
churches. The live issue, however, was not the Funda- 
meutalist-Modernist one, but whether Christianity had any
thing living and real to offer or not- Any speaker with a 
genuine sincere message is certain of a welcome. We were 
impressed with the personality of the Christian students. 
Mr. Kiang, in talking with the Presidents of the Universities, 
often .suggested that a few of the best, ablest, most outstand
ing students be introduced as candidates for National 
Reconstruction scholarships. It was surprising how many 
of those introduced as the most promising turned out to bs
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Christians. The churche* in China, in looking for future 
leadership, should spend, much more time in cultivating thia 
group in the Government Universities. Many of them, if 
asked, are willing to consider full time Christian service.. 
In many of the Fellowships we found one or two students, 
excellent student*, who were quite open to the thought of 
the Christian ministry as a life work.

In many places we held panel discussions and col
lected written, questions, it is interesting to note where lay 
the general interest of students as evidenced by the ques
tions  ̂turned in. They fell largely into lour categories: The 
existence and nature of God, the relation between Science 
and Religion; the nature of the postwar world, and how 
to find meaning in life. As these interests were everywhere 
evident, we felt that the Christian Literature Societies should 
prepare a new series of small books with the non-Christian 
but interested University student in mind. One on the 
Existence of God stating clearly the Christian position and 
why Christians believe in a personal God. We found a willing
ness to think of God as an idea or ideal or force but little 
understanding of what Christians mean by the term personal 
in relation to God. Another book should deal with Science 
and Religion,,pointing out the limitations of science as well 
as the contribution, and clarifying the distinctions between 
genuine science, pseudo-science, magic, superstition, and 
genuine religion. Many students tended to think of scientific 
knowledge as the only reliable knowledge possible, and the 
scientific method as the only possible avenue to truth. A 
study outline on the post-war world should ba prepared at 
once, giving suggestive lines of approach and pointing out the 
relevance of certain eternal Christian principles to the peace. 
A booklet on Making Life more Meaningful should give 
concrete Christian suggestions for overcoming moral and 
intellectual depression and entering into creative tend 
victorious living. There should also be a new book especial
ly written for University students preparing for baptism, 
and a practical handbook for the officers of student Christian 
fellowships.

We were impressed with the sincere cooperation be
tween Church and Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. in many of these 
isolated centers. There was little institutional jealousy but 
a  real desire to get ahead with the job of student evangelism. 
The Qhina Inland Mission has recently been making a great 
contribution in this field. More qualified pastors to win 
.students are needed, however, in the towns beside these 
wartime University centers. That is a problem that the 
Seminaries and central G'aurch organizations should bs
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studying. The Y.M.C.A and Y.W.C.A. could also place 
many more secretaries in these schools. The contribution ol 
Christian faculty members is so great that it may be time 
for us actively to seek Christian students who will prepare 
for teaching in Government educational institutions as their 
life work. Foreigners would bs decidedly welcome in many 
of these isolated Universities now. One school inivited us 
to locate a Westerner to teach Mining Engineering. Many 
would be glad to find foreign English teachers. We were 
aware of no anti-foreign feeling, nor of any objection of 
such foreign staff members doing personal religious work. 
Apparently the greatest contribution of such Christians, 
whether Chinese or foreign, would not bo at the point of 
efficient promoting of program* or organizations, but as 
sympathetic and friendly advisor* to whom the student« 
could go for long conversations and help on thair particular 
problems.

Jan. 16th. 1943 
- A. T. Roy

“The Chinese Church in an A ge of Transition” *
The exciting thing about living in the world today, 

wherever one is, is that almost everything that happens 
seems to take on historical significance before it is relegated 
to the past. So was it with this conference. I don’t mean 
the findings of the discussions especially, or that the speakers 
were giving clarion calls to unexpectedly new adventures; 
but that we, the ordinary members of the conference, 
realized, through the every-day fellowship, the discussion 
groups, the lectures and devotional periods, that we were 
part of the Universal Church and had a part in its develop
ment, right now, at this critical time.

Picture us, one hundred and eight delegates, from all 
parts of Szechuan province, and with a good sprinkling 
from other parts of China too, meeting together for four 
days. There were men and women of all dedrees of experi
ence, roughly two thirds Chinese, one third foreign; first 
termers discussed problems with veterans who have spent 
a life-time out hero. It was a chance to get together with 
friends from other part* of the province and exchange 
experiences of discouragement and encouragement, success 
and failure.

*R«porb on the  Conference Sponsored  by th« Life A nd W ork  
C om m ittee  of the  N.C.C. and by  N a n k in g  The»logio»,l Seminary.
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The “welcome Meeting” took place on the night of 
Wednesday Jan. 20th. “Welcome” speeches were made by 
Dr. Sparling (on behalf of West China Uaion Theological 
College, where the conference was held), Dr Cheo Ping-I, 
(Nanking Theological Seminary) and Bishop Ch’en (N.C.C.). 
Dr Luther Shao was the efficient chairman of the conference, 
as usual though very busy he guided us on our way very 
calmly, and cheerily.

The program, on the following three days of the 
conference, was as follows. Morning, 8:00-8:43, Devotional 
Session; 9:00-10:00 Lecture; 10:15-12:30, Group Discassions;. 
Afternoon, 2:00-4:30 .Group Discussions; 7:00-7:30, Special 
Reports; 7:30-9:00 Fellowship Meeting. On all days there 
was some sort of meeting for some members of the Confer
ence at 4:30. I myself was sorry to miss Canon Allen’s, 
talk at that time on the Friday. It was certainly a full 
program. It would have been good to have the peculiar 
contribution of the Society of Friends, a fellowship of silence, 
to give, perhaps some more perspective to our constant 
discussions and talks. Dr P.C.Hsii led our morning devotional 
sessions. He led them serenely, in spite of the fact that 
almost all through the service there was a steady siream 
of people coming in late. Again I would venture to su^gset 
that for such a session it would help all concerned if mem
bers of the conference would make up their minds, either 
to be in time or not to attend.

Our morning lecturers each dealt with the main theme 
in his own way. Bishop Sung’s address was on the "Funda
mental Remedy for the World’s Sickness”. The symptom 
of this sickness which was most emphasized was the war, 
the caus9 most emphasized was the overwhelming economic 
problems of the day, and the cure advocated was a vital 
church leading men to Christ. Bishop Chen spoke on the 
building up of a "New Force"" taking as hif 6imile the bush 
that burnt but was not consumed. This force, this life was 
typified by the fire of trial not being able to destroy what 
is vital in spiritual life. In the course of his talk he called 
us all to look towards an International rather that a Nation
al Church. Dr Chang invited us to follow what he called 
a few stray thoughts on the main theme with him, and 
then proceeded to give a  clear exposition of a series of 
significant points which we had to consider in this age of 
transition. He called for a truely indigenous Church which 
in no way was contradictory to Bishop Ch’en's vision of an 
International Church.

These talks whetted our appstites for the day’s discus- 
Bions. The major part of the time every day was taken
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up in tha discussion of j roblems which were vital to all of 
ua in our work. We were divtfel into two groups, city a id 
country, and wvre guided in our thinking by well thought out 
questions which had previously been rrspared. Roughly 
about two thirds of the conference members were in the city 
group, and one third in the country group. I think the 
country group gained by bslng smaller. For one thing it 
was able to meet in a smaller room and thus have a greater 
feeling of being ei unit. Th«y also prepared for their dscus- 
sions in an interesting way, by having various members of 
the group first reporting on their own experience in 
relation to the problem which was to ba discus»ad. Tha 
city group on the other hani was so large that only the 
bolder and more fluent souls took a real part in the discus
sions. Others felt themselyes tongue-tied till the official 
discussion was finished and they could talk more quietly 
wifh their friends. The conclusions drawn, as a result, 
were more general and less specific than in the other group. 
The problems facing the city churches at the present time 
are certainly vast, not the least being the fact that a large 
proportion of the church members is formed of the fluctua
ting refugee population.

The Findings of the city church discussions have bean 
summed up briefly as follows. We recognize that in this 
period of transition the Church as a whole must have a 
new awareness, a new vision and new direction in its pro
gram. The Church in China is entering a new stage; It 
must become self-supporting and not rely on foreign 
resources. . There is a great need for a united Church so 
that we may co-operate together in the spread of the King
dom of God. For the sake of the future church we must 
lay emphasis on the youth program of our churches, and 
lead youth to dedicate itself to the service of the Church. 
There is still a great need for straight gospel preaching to 
reach the .unevangelized masses. To build up a truly 
indigenous church we must also have a program of lay 
leadership Lraining.

As I have already said the country group was more 
specific in its recommendations. They were all in harmony 
with the above and cannot all be given in detail. I will 
give a few points which supplement rather than duplicate 
what has been said above. There were suggestions in connec
tion with the pastor himself. One great difficulty is his 
own lack of abundant life, knowledge and strength. He 
ueeds time for his own spiritual and other culture. It 
would be good if the various church groups could arrange 
frequent "retreat" and training classes for their own



workers. There nssds to b ; much emphasis on Christianizing 
the home. This again should start from the preacher’s 
own iamily; he cannot lead other homes in the Christian 
way till he and his family are living a disciplined Christian 
life. He must remember that pastoral visitation is a major 
part oi his work. In the training of lay-woj-ksra amongst 
his church members, he should be the example of the 
Christian worker and also let them feel that there can be 
no learning without the practical work. In regard to the 
church lile, all should work towards a church that i& s?lf- 
dependent, self-governed, self-propagated^andsdi'supported 
- that would be a truly indigenous church. Each denomina
tion should have a commit .9 to work towards ths promo
tion of this ideal. There should be a definite attitude in the 
churches towards local customs; such as ancestor worship, 
marriage, funeral and other customs. For the sake of the 
lay-workers there should be annual retreats and training 
institutes held in the local churches. For the worship life 
of the church it was recommended that written lerjns of 
service be prepared so that those who participate could 
follow and understand; there was also a suggestion that 
in each church a room should be set apart for private prayer 
and meditation. The finances of the church should be 
made public for all members to understand, they should be 
controlled by a suitable committee under th9 pastor’s 
guidance. In the country too, contributions in kind should 
always be acoepted, because the farmer' a property is not 
reckoned in terms of currency. The church should also 
take its share in the social life of the district and participate 
in the fundamental Rural Reconstruction being carried out 
by the new country system of the government. Such were 
some of the recommendations made by the Country Churches 
Discussion Group.

There is not much point in telling of the special reports 
given in the evening sessions of the N.C.C..R.E.F., Canadian 
Mission Press etc. etc. These are all organizations which 
serve or are shared in by the many denominations which 
were represented at the conference. The two general fel- 
lowe-hip meetings which followed were also much appreciated. 
But I would like to give some time in talking of the last 
meetings, they seemed to me to ba really significant. '

The last afternoon’s discussion was a joint one for both 
groups. We were sitting up thsre, in the theological college 
chapel trying to find the sum of our discussions, when the 
door opened and a gentleman in a plain blu8 cotton gown 
entered. No pause was made in the discussions. His entry 
was unobtrusive and a seat was found for him near the
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front quite quietly. But there was a stir amongst us all the 
same. It is good to find the governor of a huge province 
like Szechuan come in to take his place during the discus
sions of a representative group of church workers. When 
he at last spoke to us he gave a plea for a batter trained 
and educated ministry to appeal to people like himself.

That evening, after the special reports had been given, 
Bishop Hall of Hongkong spoke to us, simply and briefly giv
ing us some of his thoughts in relation to the main topic 
of the conference. Our closing service was led by two 
members of the Episcopal Church. There we were, a group 
consisting of all shades of Christian belief, reverently united 
in a type of service which soma of our ancestors would 
have found less preferable than prison cells or exile. We 
of the West are now a long way from such intolerance, and 
we c«n but be thankful that it is for the most part me
aningless to our Chinese oolleagues. Let us bs thankrul 
too that the Christian Church in China is becoming con
scious of hersslf at a time when the oecumenical movement 
is increas ing in htrength the world over. Let us pray that the 
Chinese Church, which we are all helping to build, may 
grow stronger and more vital in an ever closer unity; that 
her bounds may always be wide enough to include the honest 
and v<ik1 revolutionaries without whom »he cannot grow

Jane Turner

W est China Union U niversity  194-2
The year 1942 was the fifth year of our cooperation 

with other Christian universities on our own campus and 
was n:arked by the rapidly rising cost of living which 
greatly increased the financial difficulties of the University. 
The Mission Boards continued their efforts to secure the 
support necessary, and the United China Relief Committee 
psvtt most sympathetic consideration to the representations 
made to them. As a result the Universities were able to 
maintain their teaching staff and were not forced to curtail 
rheir work. The number of students taking the entrance 
examinations was much greater than ever before and the 
entrance class in September crossed the thousand mark. In 
June one hundred and three students were graduated. The 
total number of graduates has now reached 815.

The fact that Chengtu was free from air raid alarms 
a made real difference to the faculty and student life. At 
the meeting of the Board of Directors the President was able 
to assure the members that in his opinion the departments
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of the three Colleges were now better staffed than at any 
previous time. This had been brought about by the return 
of several of our graduates who had been studying abroad, 
and by adding some teachers who were available because 
of the war. On theother hand students seeking admittance 
to the University are not as well prepared as in former 
years, and our experience suggests the urgent necessity for 
better training in middle schools, and for thè establishing 
of a larger numbsr of technical and trade schools for those 
able and desiring to continue their study beyond the middle 
school. The research project* of our Dapartments of 
Sociology, Economics, Chemistry, Biology, Agriculture and 
Home Economics maintain their work with good practical 
results.

The religious services which are so vital a part of 
University life continue to be well attended and more 
students bave been associated with the organised work of 
the city churches. The University community is greatly 
indebted to thos^ who are engaged in the training of choirs 
which add so much to the beauty and appeal of these 
religious services. There has been perhaps a deeper 
appreciation of the fact that our special contribution to the 
Chinese people is the building of character. Christian 
character, and much thought has been given by many of 
our staff to this ali-important matter. The over-loaded 
curriculum does not seem to leave much time for extra
curricular activities. which can mean so much to the 
students, by the establishing of personal contacts with 
teacher and fellow-student.

The significance of the present war was brought more 
clearly before us by the visits of Mr. Weridel Wilkie and 
the delegation of parliamentarians from Great Britain. 
These visits not only served to make more clear the place 
of China in the family qì united nations and the part 
younger people of all our coùntries must play during the 
years of war and in the years immediately following, but 
also created great interest abroad and made known over s  
much wider area the importance of Chengtu as an educa
tional centre, and the significance of the position of the 
Christian universities here. It was reported that the film 
of the visit of Mr. Wilkie to the campus was shown in 
movie theatres all over Canada and the United State* 
within a week of his departure from Chungking.

After five years of working together the original four 
Universities were joined by Yenching University, and five 
Presidents now consult together in their weekly meetings. 
The uncertainty as to the length of the war and its hazards.
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as well a t the financial limitations have tended to hamper 
the provision of sufficient teaching and dormitory accom
modation, while at the game time the size of the student 
body could not be prevented from growing. Each year’s 
difficulties hove been met and some kind of solution found, 
if it has not been possible to do all that under different 
circumstance* might have been done. Joint action after 
consultation has become the rule and is taken for granted 
with the corresponding good effect on student and faculty 
interjests. Moreover, the value of a joint appeal from ail 
the Christian institutions, based on a programme that is 
sufficiently correlated to win the approval of supporting 
boards and contributing organisations, ii now regarded as 
essential. This is one of the most praotical results growing 
out of the five years’ expeirence.

During the year a new stage was reached in the 
establishment of the University Hospital when final 
arrangements were made for the opening of the Depart
ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology and for in-patient 
service. (The actual opening teok place on February 23rd 
1943 It is of interest to record that in these years during 
which the Hospital has been building, accommodation has 
been made available in completed sections to a good many 
guest institutions: Cheeloo University, the University of 
Nanking, Ginling College, the National Central University, 
the Friends Ambulànee Unit,.the National Christian Council 
and the Chinese Industrial Cooperatives. In this way the 
completed parts of the building have been put to good use 
pending the time when the completion of the entire build
ing, and the securing of equipment and furnishings, make 
possible the opening of the whole hospital plant.

The University has been fortunate in having during 
these critical and difficult years the services of two of its 
graduâtes, Dr. Lincoln Dsang as President and Professor 
Fong-Shu-hsuan as Dean of Studies. In all their relation
ships with other Universities, as well as in guiding the affairs 
of our own University, they have given splendid evidence 
of their Christian character and their trained and experi
enced ability. Under their leadership our University has 
profitted greatly by the various forms of inspiration brought 
to us by our guest institutions, and the spirit of goodwill 
and generous help towards a common end has charaoterised 
the years of our association together.

In concludng this article I would like to set out what 
seem to me to be fundamental requirements for the 
University based on the experience of these war years. The 
University must ba a place where character is being built,
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student leadership developed, friendly and helpful personal 
relationship* established between Individual teachers and 
individual students. Here, too, there should be an aware
ness of the place of the Universitv in the nation, the 
province, the local community. There should be clear and 
honest thinking on the national and international prob'ems 
of the present and of the post-w«r world, and of China’s 
place in that world. Tha minds of teachers and students 
alike should be open to new ideas and thoughts expressed 
in China or in other countries. —

Finally we hdieve that the University has the 
opportunity and the duty of making and keeping Christian 
thought and ideal» an important factor in the life of the 
people of China. We desire that our students who have 
learned the Christian way of life shall share in the 
strengthening of the international Christian fellowship^oo 
which to such a large extent the future of our world 
depends.

H. D. Robertson

V isit  of Professor E.R. Dodds, M.A. D. Litt.
In the course of his mission to China, during which he 

plans to visit a large number of universities, Prof. E.R. 
Dodds is spending a couple of week9 in Chengtu. He is 
addressing gatherings of one kind and another on the fol
lowing subjects: “The Political and Social Philosophy of 
Plato”, “The Tradition and Expsrimant of Recent English 
Education,“ “Public School and Sscondary Education in 
England” , “The Changing Outlook of English People” and 
"English and German University Education”. He is also 
conducting a study group on Plato.

lie brought with him the following message from the 
Universities Bureau of the British Empire:

“The Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Prineipals of 
the Universities and University Colleges of the United 
Kingdom, learning that Professor E.R. Dodds, M .A, D. 
Litt.. and Dr. Joseph Noedham, F.R.S., Ph.D., Sc.C., are 
proceeding upon a mission to China in the course of which 
they will visit a large number of Universities, wish to take 
this opportunity of expressing through them to the Unlevrsi- 
ties of China their deep sympathy with those Universities 
in the suffering which so many of them have sustained as 
the result of the action of our common enemy, and their 
admiration of the determined manner in which they have 
ovecome the great difficulties thus created and have pre
served the substance and the spirit of their work. The



Universities and University C alleges o^tho United Kingdom 
look forward to tin  day wh3n victory over our common 
enemy will enable th i Universities of our two countrias tr> 
resume their educational tasks in the fullest degree, and t i  
cooperate even mors closely than in the past in our mutual 
understanding ”

Miss Gertrude Wells  
(Tribute to Pioneer)

Miss Gertrude Wells was a member of the first party 
of Sheng Kung Hui missionari»« who came to Western 
Szechwan in the early nineties. The first impression she 
gave me, when I arrived here in 1925, was on# of overflowing 
•nergy. She would leave many a recruit far behind ia hili 
climbing, and this was true of her in mure senses than one. 
Her physical stature was ;ns only thing that was little about 
Miss Wells. In many respects she was a great woman. 
Youthful and progressiva eve»* when nearing her tiiree 
score years and ten, she was always ready to smile upon new 
ideas and to give the eager young recruit plenty of scope for 
them. Her relations with her Chinese colleagues were ever 
of the friendliest. She did not idoalizs tham, and she did 
not merely love their souls. She simply accepted them and 
loved them as human beings. And they loved her in return.

Her chief work was amongst the women. She founded 
the Women's School in Mienyang - the first of its kind in 
Szechwan, where married women and others who bad not 
had the advantage of education in childhood could be taught 
to “read, write and reckon ”. Later she developed this 
school and put her pupils through the regular Lower Primary 
and Higher Primary Courses. Women in that School whe 
were Christians and who showed aptitude for Church Work 
w-*rrt singiad out and trained by her for such work, and up 
to a few y ;ars ai£o aH tin  w;nnen workers in this diocese 
earns from that school. Her interest in them was not finished 
when they had completed their training. She was always 
ready to help them, in temporal as well as spiritual matters, 
and they looked up to her as their moth ir. She was sorely 
missed on her retirement a few years agi, and repeated 
invitations reached her in England to come bade and spend 
the closing years of her life in this country. When 1 last 
s,aw her in 1939 she was still bubbling over with energy, 
so that it came as something of a shock to hear that she 
had passed on. But she is not dead. Her youthful spirit 
is with us «till; and irom the place where she is now-the 
land of eternal youth—we feel sure that she is able in some 
way not yet understood by us, to help and inspire us in a 
greater measure than before.

E. L. Stewart



Thirtieth Anniversary o f  N anking College 
O f A griculture

0q February 5th and 6th, the College of Agriculture 
and Forestry ol the University of Nanking, celebrated its 
30th Anniversary, on the campus o! West China Union 
University, to which it came in the spring of 1938. The 
College has been enjoying a stpady growth siuce its esta
blishment by the late Joseph Bailie, professor of mathe
matics as a result of his effort for CDlonization work in 
Hanking and vicinity. Up-to-date the college has gradu- 
*ted;-14 students from the Graduate School with W.S. 
decrees. 664 from the College with B S degrees, and,62z 
irom the Rural Leaders Training School, and 547 from various 
short term courses, making a total of 1847 graduates altoge
ther. About 130 of our graduates have receive ! advanced 
training in the United States and Europe, constituting about 
40% of all China's students who have such training in 
these countries. Practically all of them are now engaged in- 
agricultural work. Thera js hardly any agricultural organ z- 
ation in the country that has no Nanking graduates. The 
cemand for them is always great. V

Before the war, the college operated five crop improye- 
r wit stations in Nanking, Anhwei, Honan, Peiping and 
Sliiiiii, and cooperated in about a dozen more stations with 
other institutions in different parts of the country, 36 strains 
of 8 leading crops have been improved and '>1 of them have 
been used in extension. Nanking wheat 290"* is no v ia 
wids application in Szechwan Province, growing in 30 hsisa, 
Jus* recently, a Chinese cotton, known as “Million Dollar 
(ctton**, improved by J.B.G'ifiiog in Nanking, has been found 
£rowi ig very profitably in the eastern section of the Province, 
tv  raging 45% higher than other varieties of cotton grown 
jn that saction. At present the college is supervising the’ 
agricultural improvement work for Penghisien snd Hwayang - 
hsien the two model hsien for the new hsien government' 
system.

It was at 8 o’clock on the morning of February 5th (the* 
first day of th* first .moon), that the ceremony of th» an
niversary celebration took place in the Administration 
Building. Pres. Y. G. Chan presided, and Governor Cliang 
Chu i gave the address. Representatives from the School 
Board, the faculty, Alumni, and student body, all made 
speschea. This inspiring ceremony la »ted two hours,

At this time the college received congratulations from 
all parts of China; among them might be mentioned cong
ratulations from^Pre?. Lin Sen of the National Government,
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Generaiissim >Chieng Kai hek, Dr.H.H Kung, Minister Cher» 
of Education and Minister Shen of Agriculture and Forestry.

The exhibits were divided into lour groups;-
(1) Citrus Fruit Improvement, which tried to show a com

plete picture of orange production as an industry. It occupied 
the entire space of tha gymnasium and included such ex
hibits »s;-world production, »election, propagation, cultiva
tion, insect and disease control, harvesting, washing, packing, 
storage, marketing, processing and utilization. In all of them 
we tried to show what is being doneby the college to improve 
the various methods. All of the exhibits were nioely ar
ranged and attracted much attention from the many visitors.

(2) 2905 Wheat. This wheat is not only a good yielder, 
but it als > has good milling qualities. This exhibit also 
included all the steps, from seeding, down through cultiva
tion insect snd diseas? control, harvesting, and even down 
to baked product*, such as bread and biscuits, which were 
*>n sale at the time.

(3) Penghsien Agricultural Survey; showing land classif
ication, types of farming, models for the demonstration of 
soil and water conservation, and a soil relief ma;» of the 
hsien. The Penghsien government had collected specimen 
products of rural industries, which were also on exhibition.

(4) Publications of the Colleges-This included about 354 
difierent publications. 75 of which are in English. There 
were 308 copies oi Research Bulletins, and 46 copies of 
b'K)kf. Among the publications might be mentioned;— 
Land Utilization in China, ^yolumas, by J . L. Buck.
A Text Book on Dendrology; by Y. Chen
Farm Economy in China by J. L. Buck
Biometry by S. Wang
Cotton < ulture by C. M. Heh
Agricultural fcxtension by C. W. Chang,

& H. Y. Li
PI int Breeding by S. wang
Vooaiional Education in Agriculture by C. W, Chang & R.

T Sing,
By request the exhibition was extended another day. 

The total number of visitors was about fifteen thou^aad.
The graduat s of the college are helping to raiss $510,000.00 
as an endowment fuud ferths foilowhig purpose&;-$300,000 
for grsdhiate scholarships in memory of Joseph Baillie, &T.
S. K.ou; and in hon >r of A.J.Bowen, J.H.Reisuer. and K.S.Sis, 
$20 >,.000 for allowances for staff members who are on leave 
of absence; and $10.000 for scholarships for tbs Rural L^adrs 
Training School. It is encouraging to report -hat the go^l 
will soon be achieved, judging by th? gratifying results to 
date. C. W. Chang,
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A  B rief R eport of the Famine R elief W ork— 
carried on in Shensi P rovince .

Beginning with the war relief work in North Shensi— 
refugees from places in Shansi where' the Japanese had 
ravaged—continuing with the relief for the victims of the 
Yellow River flood which occurred in August 1942 and 
then taking on the cara of the refugees from the. famine in 
Honan, the Shsnsi International Relief Committes has been 
continuously busy for more than half a year to date and has 
distributed more than three million doll^s. This committee 
is a sub-committee of the American Cj^imittee of Chung
king from which it obtains most of its funds.

The American Advisory Committee specializes in disas
ter relief and the Sheusi Coaamittoe has given aid to many 
of the victims of the different disasters of this area. As the 
money is insufficient to care for all the victims of disaster 
the committee has favored work projects and rehabilitation 
schemes in the granting of relief funds. Sometimes direct 
relief is necessary to carry the victims over to a work project 
or rehabilitation scheme. In carrying out this work a great 
deal of voluntary service has been given. Were it hot for the 
coopération of the missions, schools, YM&YWCAs, hos
pitals and civic organizations the work could not have been 
done with so comparatively small a sum of money. Even 
then the number of people thus aided is small compared with 
the huge numbar of victims of war, flood and drought. Tha 
National Government has given large sums of money for re- 
liel and there are untold numbars of private charities 
and individual kindnesses which will never be kno >vn, but 
all have helped to save a great number of sturdy and self- 
reliant people for China.

The American Advisory Committee has sent many 
times the amount of money to Honan that it has sent to 
Shensi. It was hoped that people could be subsid ized^ 
stay in their homes where they could plant their crops and 
carry on the necessary work of the countryside. It has been 
possible to do this to some extent, but great numbers of 
refugees began to come west through Shensi Province as 
early as October of 1942. Due to the prompt action of ths 
Government and the relief committees in Honan a great per
centage of the land was planted to winter wheat which is now 
nearing the harvest. However,many of the people planted 
their fields and then left, planning to < eturn for the harvest. 
Many well-to-do farmers left to escape high tax \s, prices and 
unsettled conditions. These all swelled the tide of people 
going westward. As the railway offered free transportation on
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flomo of its trains, this was the favorite means of travel, but 
many walked all the  way from Honan to Kansu and pushed 
their belongings on a whael-barrow ahead of th^m, It was 
estimated that as many as three thousand a day were going 
on the trains at onetime. Recentlynthetide has reversed and 
it is probable that there are more going east than going west, 
but there are still many coming out and many will not return 
lor their land is flooded or in the war area or for some other 
reason there is nothing for them to return to.

About the time that the effect of the drought was 
being felt in Honan, heavy rains in the uppsr reaches of fcha 
Yellow River caused a flood along the west bank of the 
river before it reaches the bend at Tungkuan. This swept 
away houses, property, livestock and people as well as 
destroyed the crops of about 90 villages in which there had 
been soma 27,000 peaple. The loss of life was comparatively 
small but practically all of the property was lost and promis* 
ing crops destroyed. The psople of this area are largely 
refugees from other areas and are a hardy people, but with
out prompt aid their suffering would have been more than 
even they could endure.

Classified Sum m ary of Funds G ranted by 
the Sian Com m ittee , Oct., 194-2 to A p ril  30 ,1943

Number of Type of projects Grant
projects

3 Yellow River Flood Relief projects $765,000.00
10 Cotton and Wool spinning projects 588.779 00
6 Other types of work relief 539.000.00
1 Food station at Tung Ch'uan Tien 340,380.00

16 General and direct relief projects 263.168.00
2 Transport and settlement schemes 232,000.00
6 Appropriations to orphanages and schools 133,009.OQ
3 Student relief projects 120,000.00
3 Travel loans to parties 6,000.00

Administrative expenses 23,000.00

Total $3,010,307.00
During about the same period the National Government 

has granted more than forty-five millions of dolllars for relief 
work in Shensi and at least twenty-five million dollars for 
direct relief in Honan. Of the money granted for relief in 
Shensi about eight millions were for the transportation 
andsettlement of refugees in the Huang Lung Shan and Yen
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Shan areas. These are old settlement areas, but special 
pains were taken to shunt large numbers of refugees to them 
this last winter. About four millions were spent for food 
and direct relief along the Lung-Hai Railway. Twenty-five 
millions were granted to the area of the Yellow River flood 
mostly for rehabilitation and importation of grain to be sold 
a t  cost. Something over three millions ware granted for 
schools and orphanages all the way from Chengchow to 
Paochi, and five millions was given for the care of Honan 
refugees, in transit through Shensi. These figures were; 
gleaned from the Sian daily (Hsi Ching Jih Pao) of April 
22,1943,

The rehabilitation in the Yellow River flood area is 
about completed and the people there are about to harvesi 
their wheat. Had it not been for the prompt and vigorous 
work of tbe super-magistrate for that area. General Chiang 
Chienjen, this would not be possible. Gommandeeri ig help 
from the neighboring, unaffected areas he first saved the 
people and such property as was possible and immediately 
helped themrito plant their fields while they were still muddy. 
Wheat and root crops ware planted, the peopls have been 
eating the root crops all winter and the wheat is “now 
turning ripe. Following that, the matter of rebuilding the 
washed down houses, distribution of clothing (thousands of 
old uniforms) organization of cooperative societies, stocking 
a health clinic and importation of grain to be sold at cost
all these have been done promptly and efficiently with the 
result that the whole area is now in go id condition. Tha 
people do not look prosperous but there is little complaint 
and-nno begging. One of the'fortunate results of the fknd 
was that a great quantity of coal was washed down in the 
silt so that it was possible for some of the people to make a 
fair living by digging out the coal and selling it in the nearby 
towns. A cooperative was organized to implement this 
by Mr. Wang, the Magistrate of Ping Min Hsien Besides 
this a number of spinning and weaving cooperative societies 
were started which also gave the people some income 10 
carry them over until their crop matured. On an appeal 
to the Friends Ambulance Unit, Mr. Eric Westwood was 
sent with a Chinese assistant to help ia the medical work in 
the three worst effected hsien, centering at Ping Min Hsien. 
Beside looking up sick people through out the area, earing 
for some and sending others to the clinic in Ping Mia, these 
two men have caried on a great deal of preventive medicine 
with vaccinations and inoculations.

Any estimate of the value of the different relief projects 
is difficult to make as they vary in length of time, numbers
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of people affected directly and indirectly and in the nature 
of the work done. There are some that are exceptionally good 
and others that are quite ppor from the point of view of 
relief for social rehabilitation. To keep a person alive for 
a few months and then let him die before he h*s been 
reestablished in society again may be humane, but it is not 
constructive reMef. It is difficult to compare the keeping of 
sixty old women from starving during these times with the 
training of some fifty teen-age boys in some trade which will 
enable them to be economically independent-a contribution 
to society. The cost is about the same in each case.

It is difficult for some organizations and persons to 
avoid giving some direct relief. People need help to get on 
to the next place, some one is sick, in the group and needs 
attention and the rest cannot go on; a wheel barrow or a  
spinning wheel may help the individual sufficiently to carry 
on; a loan may finance a business sufficiently forit to con
tinue. These and many others like them are daily problems 
is some areas. About $^ ,000 . was distributed to a dozen 
persons to use in these ways at their discretion.

One of the best projects for direct relief was that of a 
food station at Tung Ch’uan Tien • the first station on the 
Lung-Hai Railway west of the 1” ungkuan gap. This was 
conducted by the National Christian Service Council for 
Wounded Soldiers. They offered hot water hot, porridge and 
advice to the refugees as they first entered the province. 
In some cases groups stayed for a few days while one of 
their number would make inquiries about the possibilities 
for work at Huang Lung Shan or on west. In that case the 
whole group would be fed a meal a day while they,stayed. 
Most of the people went right on through, however. During 
the month of March this station gave 47,800 meals to 30, 
032 persons of those who got more than one meal, and 28, 
600 meals to as many persons who went right on through. 
That is nearly two thousand a day and it is all done with 
good order and a complete record kept of every one and 
everything. This station has been a wonderful blessing to 
the refugees, especially during the winter and cold spring.

The cotton spinning and weaving projects offer work 
relief to woman refugees almost entirely. There is a great 
difference in their efficiency, but probably all of them could 
be combined together to the advantage of all. One uses 
three employed supervisors for eighty women at spinning 
wheels while another uses one woman inspector for one 
hundred women spinning all in one room, In other places 
the refugee women take the wheels and cotton to their 
caves or dug-outs and do the spinning there-which makes
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it necessary lor the supervisor to go a lot of places to see a 
few spinners. Of course the thread is of uneveu quality, but 
it all has to be paid for as the spinners are depending on 
this money for their food. It is not possible under the 
present conditions and prices for a woman to pay for her 
food for a day, so in most places they are subsidized. 
However, this is good relief practice for the woman retain» 
her self respect and the relief funds are stretched to cover 
a longer period.

Of the schools and orphanages aided in this relief 
work the best examples are the Tai I Kung Orphanage at 
Tsui Hua Shan near Sian and the Baillie School a t 
Shuangshihpu. The former is an old institution conducted 
by Pastor Wang Tze I. It always has a large number of 
orphans, but during this winter they took in more than three 
hundred Honan refugee children, whoare given regular scho
oling under the direction of a dozen teachers and also do 
considerable hand work. The Honan children will be kept 
until they can return to their homes, but ordinarily, as thfr 
children have no homes to which to return, they are kept 
until they are old enough and of sufficient training to take 
their place in society. The training at this orphanage is 
good and the environment is healthy and wholesome.

The Baillie School is conducted in cooperation with 
the N.W. Chinese Industrial Cooperatives. There are sever- 
al of these schools in different parts of China and they are  
named for Joseph Baillie who started the Department of 
Agriculture and Forestry of the University of Nanking. 
This school at Shuangshihpu under the able direction of 
George Hogg specializes on the training of underprivileged 
boys of the early teen-age. They are taught different trades 
and the operation and functions of cooperative societies so 
that they may take their places as members of society in. 
some cooperative enterprise. Just now the school is made 
up almost entirely of Honan boys. They are learning to 
take care of themselves, how to get along with each other 
and, best of all, th a t some one cares enough about them 
to help them to get a start in life. One new departure in 
their training is the operation of a wool working unit which 
will enable them to prepare wool yarn and weave wool«n 
cloth.

The fact that Sian is on the railway and the highway 
from occupied China to Chengtu and Chungking means that 
there is a constant stream of people coming over from the 
occupied areas. Many of these are students of both middle 
school and college grade. They usually arrive in a penniless 
condition, but with a keen desire to get on to Chengtu and
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Chungking, not realizing that tha cost of transportation 
only is over a thousand dollars from here. Some univer
sities have made arrangements to help their students along 
•nd the National Government has given s ome assistance to 
students of college grade, but middle school students are in 
difficulties. The YMCA and YWCA of Sian have each 
made arrangements for a student hostel maintained by 
grants from the A.A.C. Students may stay at these for 
short periods without cost and the secretaries are very 
helpful in helping them to get along or find soms employ
ment. /

Time and space prevent the recording of the irrigation 
•nd road building scheme at Pmhsie^, ths water wheel and 
mill at Huhsien, the settlement Scheme under Christian 
auspices near Huang Lung Shan, the “ walking-out schsm i’ * 
of Mi;. Rewi Alley which is now under way. and m iny 
other projects. With these, as vfith all oi th*» re isf wjrk 
of the Committee, the purpose has been not simply t.» 
save life, but to play the Good Samaritan and return the 
victim of disaster to society as soon as possible a ad as 
well prepared, if not mors so, to make his ccmtribuiion 
therein. The funds at the disposal of the CtJinmittea hava 
been pitifully small as compared with the need, but as is 
frequently the case under such circumstances the results 
are a great credit to ths donors and administrators.

J. A. Hunter

C H E N G T U  N O T E 8
T h era  has b ees  a steady st ream  of dist iuguished visitors to 

C h en g tu  du r ing  recen t  month«. Among th e  foreign visitors b a re  
been th® B r i t ish  A m bassador  Sir H orace  S eym our ,  whom th e  who}« 
o o m m u n ity  bad the  o p por tun ity  of meeting at  a reception given by 
Governor C hang  C hnn  a t  th e  Officers Moral Endeavour Soc ie ty ; p ro f  
B .R.Dodds, Regius P ro fesso r  of («reek in the  U n ivers i ty  of Oxford 
whose lec tures  on P la to ,  on R eeen t  T rends  iu Eng lish  T h in k in g ,  a n d  
on  E n g l i sh  and G erm an  U nivers i t ie s  were great ly  apprec ia ted  by all 
who heard  him; Mr D ram  wright of theA merican E m b a ss y  in Chung
king who has been spending several m o n th s  in C heugtn ;  D r Lowder- 
m ilk  the Am erican expert  on soil conservation; Dr Johnson Am ericas  
advisor to  th e  Chinese government on A n im al  H usbandry ,  and many 
o ther  C hinese  sad foreign fr iends .  Among more perm anent  res iden ts  
who have come to Chengto  of recen t  weeks have been th e  personnel of 
th e  R o y a l  A ir  Force T ra in in g  Mission u n d e r  the  leadership of A ir  
Vice- M arshal L .A .  P a t t iu so n .  W e h av ea lso  had visits o f  longer or 
aborter  duration  from m embers of th e  U.S. A rm y  Airforee.

Those who h a r e  not been in  C h e n g tu  for a long time, would find 
m an y  changes if they  visited the  c ity  now. Many of the  main s treets  
have bee a widened. In fac t  th e re  is s t reet-w idening  be ing carried  
o a t  th ro u g h o u t  almost, the  e n t i r e e i ty .

A t  th e  big gathering a t  the  Officers Moral Endeavour  Society i s  
Feb  in eelebrat ion  of the  signing of th e  New trea t ie s ,  the  speakers 
were Governor  C h a n g  C h n n ,  Rev. Lewis S m y th «  represen t ing  the  
A « e i ie a n  C o m m u n i ty ,a n d R e r .  A. F. Lntiey  the  British .
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T he  co»fc o f  living hit* con tinued  tn rise s tead i ly ,  knd Hy Ai'r i i  
14th th e  cos t  of living index figure stood a t  8086; in o ther  word« the  
eoat of liv ing was 80 t imes w ha t  it was in J n l y  1937. T he  for^iff n 
exchange, however, ram dined fix^d a t  $20 N .C .  for U . S . J ' ,  and $80 
N.C. fo» ¿1. T h e  tact t h a t  the exchari«“ rem ained  fixed while mice* 
•on tinned  to «oar ha* made th in g s  very difficult for ail  missions.

C o n tin u e d  f r o m  P .  S )

CHINA’S DESTINY
Mong'ilia, Sinkiang and Tibet are everyone of them ’forts’ 
essential for the defence and security of the nation” ,

p .7 r
From the point oi view of natural resources “ the coal 

and iron and agricultural produce of the north-east,,the 
horses and wool of the north-west, the copper and iron of 
the south-east, and the tungsten and tin of the south
west, are each of them fundamental for our national 
defence and security

u r n - P.7)
Mongolia and Sin’ iang, In  say*, have belonged to 

China for more than two thousand years, and Tibet has 
been governed by China at different periods, while ths 
trend of her culture has bean Cii ta-wards for nore  than 
1300 years. (p.8>.

The Generalissimo ends the chapter by saying that the  
last hundred ysars nearly destroyed China completely. 
Politic illy, economically, socially, ethically, and psychol
ogically, she was reduced to such a condition that it 
became very nearly impossible lor her to rise, up again, 
a condition unprecedented in h«/r long history. That was 
why Dr Sun Yat-sen set as “ the first goal of ths National 
Revolution the abolition of the Unequal Treaties". ( p. 10). 
He then proceeds to discuss these treaties, and so the next 
chapter is entitled ‘The Causes of China’s National 
Humiliation and the Origin of the Revolution.’ This second 
chapter traces the history of the past hundred years from 
the Opium War on, and shows how the diff rent treaties 
came to be signed that gave foreigners extra-territorial 
rights and concessions in the “Treaty Ports”. The third 
chapter deals with the effect of the “Unequal Treaties,“  
The Generalissimo says among other things that the 
stationing of foreign troops on Chinese soil ruined China s 
national defence; and that gunboats were used to “force 
government and local officials to accede to foreign claims” .

♦The P&ge3 r e ie r  t> the  Chine«? edit ion, no E nglish  edition 
h a r in g  a« ye* appeared. The  t ran s la t io n s  are my own. Ed.
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Re the refusal-of the foreign powers to restore China’s 
judicial author.ty *>wing to the backwardness of China* 
legal and prison syst m, tha Generalissimo maintains 
this was an excus? and writes : "For 100 yaars China’s 
judiciary had no authority in the concessions, and so the 
concessions became ths haurit of criminals. In this way 
confidence and respect for Cnin\se lav was destroyed, and 
the law-abiding habits of the Chinese adversely affected.”

& » & & & & * * & & * * & & * * *  *
p.55)

After discussing the effect of the "Unequal Treaties” 
on China’s government and law, he turns to the economic 
field. The fixed tariff and extra territoriality were “the 
two wings of the economic exploitation of China by the 
Power*” . The Salt Gabelle, the important railways and 
shipping facilities etc, were all in foreign hands, while the 
whole of the Postal system was under foreign supervision. 
Turning to the question of foreign banks he says: “Our
own people owing to the bmeful effect* of foreign econ
omic oppression had confidsnc? in foreign paper currency, 
and so foreign banks were a hie to exchange their paper 

<»tes for Chinese goods"

4 f e * W * »  ’ & J R + B W 4 » .  p.M )
He closes this section Dy saying that the ‘Unequal 

Treaties’ "produced the dangerous condition of a state with 
no self- defence and a people with no means of livelihood.”

P.61)
In the next section the GBnaralissimo discusses the 

effect on society. Owing to the “oppression of the Unequal 
treaties during the past hundred years, the standard of 
living in the country has steadily declined, while in the 
towns the mode of living has bacome more and more lux- 
urious;” (p.82) “ the social atmosphere has grown steadily 
worse, (p.63)-*- and the ordinary life of the people has 
been submerged in evil habits and customs,” (p.64)

The Generalissimo follows this up by discussing the 
the effect of the treaties in the ethical realm. “The conce- 
iions and extra-territoriaity”, he maintains “have had an 
even worse effect on Chinese morals.” He first deals 
with opium. Following the Opium War, he says, the tran
sport of opium was effected through the concessions and 
under cover of extra-territoriality; and though the govern
ment forbade the smoking of opium, the law was ineffective 
•s  the concessions were outside its scope. “The concess
ions were not only the base from which the opium e vil
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spread, but were also the haunt of harlots and gamblers 
and thieves and robbers

P.««)
“China’s historic^ radition, preserved through five thous

and years, of diligencs qnd hard work, of economy and 
thrift, of simple food and clothing, of the woman weaving 
and the maa ploughing, lias bæ n coimpletely sweptaway 
under the evil iufluenee of the concessions with their opium 
and gambling and harlots amd robbers*’ C + llI rE ^ ^ îfS  *
n m %  » n m m  »
M E R f tm jM & a Æ T . a t o m  m m  p .w )

in the last section of the third chapter the Generalis
simo discusses the psychological effect of the “Un qual 
Treaties”. In this section he has a page on Christianity in 
Ghina, in the course of which he says; “The coming of 
Christianity to China at the close of the Ming and the be
ginning of the Manchu dy«asties"Was helpful to Chinesa 
thought and art... In inculcating scientific knowledge 
and in changing social customs the influence of Christianity 
has been good... Christian principles also sowed many of 
the seed thoughts of the National Revolution. But during 
the last hundred years the Christian Church because of its 
special privileges under the Unequal Treaties, and because 
of its failure to pay attention to China’s national spirit, 
has been regarded by many as a form of cultural invasion 
and therefore suspect, and so has been looked on with 
hostility and has met with opposition. This is the effect 
that the Unequal Treaties have had on the Church in the 
past, with the result that the Christian faith has suffered 
very severely. That is why I always say that thè Unequal 
Treaties have done untold harm to tha Christian Church 
without conferring one single benefit”. (P.Ô9)

Chapter IV coverà the period from the Norther» 
Expeditioa in 1926, when the Revolutionary Army started 
it* march from Canton, to the outbreak of the Sino-Japan- 
ese war on July 7th 1937. The first section of this 
chapter deals first with changes in the organisation of tli$ 
Kuomintang, which had as their object the overthrow of the 
war-lords, and the abolition of the unequal Treaties, and 
secondly with the stages in putting into effect the Three- 
Princi- pies of the People. Summarizing the programme 
of the Party, the Generalissimo "says; “The method and 
stages of the National Revolution are as follows: first 
military government, secondly political tutelage, and thirdly 
constitutional government.
s s t i w j s i * « ® *  v .n )

la  dealing wttli failures in the past the Generalissimo
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quotes at one point Dr Suii Yat-sen’s words to the effect 
that the inability o! the Party to establish itself in a 
strong position was not due to the attack of a strong 
enemy, but was ’ entirely due to our own self-destruction, 
and the immaturity of the ideas and experience of our 
comrades which produced terrible mistakes”, (p .77.) He 
adds that if ouly there was a realization that all are resp
onsible for the present condition ol affairs, and if men 
really acted on the principle that the “hunger of others 
is my hunger", and always put themselves in the other 
fellow’s place, then a constitutional government based on 
the Three Principles of the People could be realized” 
(p.80). Re the attitude of the Party to the political ideas 
of individual membsrs, Le writes:*' The Kuomintang only 
requires of its members that their actions should be in 
conformity with Party discipline and the principles of the 
San Min Ohu L  and places no rigid restrictions on the 
liberty of thought of the individual. So within the 

Jiuom intang, there are these who were formerly ‘Statists’, or 
yhepals, or Communists, or Anarchists”, (p.81). Within 

.. the Kuomintang “ there are no distinctions of sex or prof
ession, or creed; or class’’.
(p.82)

In the second section it is stated that the Kuomintang 
and the National Revolution nearly came to an abrupt 
end owing /to the divisive action of Wang Ching-wei and 
the Communist Party within the Kuomintang. Whether 

r  Wang Ching-wei was using the Communists or the Comm
unists Wang Ching-wei, or each making use of the other, 

«. the.Generalissimo says is not clear. He complains that 
they led the youth of the nation to discard the old national 
virtues and to regard propriety and justice, integrity and 
honour as reactionary. <p.8S). More than that for several 
years from 1931-36 the Communists were fighting the 
National Government due to the split that Wang Chipg- 
wei engineered between them. This civil war naturally 
greatly weakened China, and as he points out China 
would have been in a vastly s tronger position but for these 
seven years of civil conflict,'and the whole position in the 
Pacific and in the world would have been different.

In the third section the Generalissimo deals with the 
•» period following the moving of the capital to Nanking, the 

period of internal conflict and external hum iliation/ With 
regard to the internal civil strife, he emphasizes the point 
that it was the Chinese themselves who suffered, millions 
of people and millions of square miles of territory being 
«fleeted. (92), The government’s plans for economic deve
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lopment were seriously hindered by the interference of 
imperialists and force* opposed to the Revolution Ideolo
gically economist* in China a t th a t time were equally 
divided between liberalism and communism (p .94^. But 
despite all difficulties China in certain directions continued 
to  make progress, e.g. in communications and finance. 
(p.93). The succcess of the Northern ¡Expedition meant 
that the imperialists felt that the time had come fo ra  
iinal reckoning with the Central Government, for "if the 
Revolution was brought to a successful conclusion, the 
power of the imperialists in China would be gone for ever” 
(p.98) The Generalissimo then traces briefly the stages in 
Japanese aggression and the steady encroachment of the 
Japanese armies, especially after the invasion of 
Manchuria.

Section four of this chapter is concerned with the in
ternal effect of China’s War of Resistance, following the 
Marco Polo Bridge Incident on July 7th 1937. The Gen
eralissimo shows how it has helped to unite the nation. 
An indication of this was the Communists Party’s manifes
to in 1937. The war has given a  new spirit to the people, 
and differences of opinion "have all been submerged in the 
realization that ‘the state is above every thing; the nation 
must come first 

p .105).
The guiding principle in China's resistance, he says, 

is the San Min Ghu I. “Without the Three Principles of 
the People there would be no war of resistance; without the 
Kuomjntang there would he no revolution. Any party or 
force that ip not linked to the Kuomintang and the San 
Min Chu I  can be of no help in our resistance to the 
enemy, nor can it be of any assistance in our task ol n a t
ional revival. This patent fact ought to be clearly recogn
ised by the whale nation, especially by all educated 
people”, (p. 106)

The next section deals with the effect oi China's resis
tance on her position internationally. The Generalissimo 
points out how China’s resistance has surprised the world; 
that the way she has held Japan in check has a vital bear - 
mg not only on th e  Far East, but on the whole internat
ional situation. * Japan, he maintains, has everywhere 
lost th* initiative. P r il l ) .

The result of China’s heroic struggle is that today 
"China is one of the four Great Powers,'. The victory a t 
Changsha, he continues, dealt Japan a mortal blow. “It 
was for this reason th a t Japan did not dare after th« 
capture of Malay and Burma to invade India.” ( g
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P .H 3 ).
China* long-term resistance has been “the only 

hindrance” ( t£ —&i01;fr) in the way of Japan’s fuither 
advance north, south, east and west, and the realization 
of her dream of Greater East Asia. (p.113). “Whereas 
previously England and U.S.A. and other power» were 
mainly concerned to see that their own interest® in China 
were not adversely affected by Japan, and in trying to 
secure the continuance of their position in East Asia after 
the war”, today “ England and America, and Soviet Russia 
have recognised the great strength of the Chinese people, 
and have realized that China’s resistance has been not 
merely the result of the desire for national independence 
ar.d the continued «xistence of the race, but is also the 
stablizing force in Asia, and a strong link in the system of 
world security and permanent peace”, (p. 114)

This completes the historical section. The last four 
chapters and the conclusion deal with the future. Chapter 
five deals with first, the content and significance of the New 
Treaties based en equality and reciprocity, and secondly 
the guiding principles of the task of National Reconstruc
tion. The Generalissimo begins by saying that the signing 
of the new treaties is the result of the diplomatic efforts 
of the National Government, (p.115). He says that China's 
independence and continued existence as a nation is 
inextricably bound up with the restoration of world justice 
and peace and the winning of liberty and freedom for all 
mankind. China’s independence it a fundamental condition 
of world peace and fresdom. (p.116). After summarizing 
the special rights that the British and American govern
ments have surrendered under the new treaties, (e.g. 
extra-territoriality, the Concessions, the right to station 
troops in the Legation Quarter, the right of warships to use 
China’s territorial waters, special rights of foreign pilots, 
speoial rights of coastal shipping and oa inland waterways, 
etc.) the Generalissimo goes on to say that in some 
respects China is still not satisfied. He specially mentions 
the question of Kowloon, and points out that wh«n the 
i*ew treaties were signed. China made it clear that »he 
reserved the rigtit to take back Kowloon.

p.121.). He adds that the question of 
Kowloon is closely connected with that of Hongkong, 
and that was obviously why the British Government did 
not include the question *»f Kowloon in the New Treaty. 
But he expresses the hope that Britain will not allow 
thia “small bit of territory" to prejudice permanent friendly 
relations berween the two nations. Similarly he hope s that
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the question of the frontier between China and Soviet Russia 
will be justly settled in the spirit of the traditional friend
ship that has existed between them.

Turning in section two to the the question of National 
Reconstruction, China’s leader says the task is two-fold: 1. 
internal 2. external (in the realm of international affairs). 
Internally the task of reconstruction depends on the 
successful carrying out of the first principle of the San  
M in Chu I viz. that of nationalism. When this has been 
completed their task will be to carry into effect the other

, two principles—Democracy and the People’« Livelihood. 
(p.127). With regard to the latter point he has a  few 
pages before emphasized that production must be the 
task of the whole nation; that it must not degenerate in to 
a class struggle, or an unplanned economy, for such an 
economy would be unable to maintain itself in a world of 
trusts and state capitalism (p. 124). He points out that it 
was in the task of reconstruction that the Revolution of 
1911 failed, (p. 128). Turning to the future he aays that 
there must be reconstruction in five realms of human life: 
In the realms of psychology, ethics, social life, politics, and 
economics.

1. “Psychologically the effect of the Unequal Treaties 
on our people,” continues the Ganeralissimo, ‘‘was loss of 
self-confidence, a reliance on and a blind following of others, 
fear and flattery of foreigners, hypocrisy and self-deceit, 
and the destruction of China’s ancient system of culture”.

'mm.
(p.130). China’s reconstruction therefore must start 

from a consciousness of independence, and a realization on 
the part of her citizens that they are their own masters. 
The greatest responsibility for China’s psychological 
reconstruction rests on the shoulders of the teachers in 
middle and primary schools. They are China’s “uaknown 
heroes” who will by their patience and hard work 
determine China*s future—who will secure internal peace, 
and her continued existence as a nation, (p.132)

2. Ethically the task will be ths development of 
character as a basis for national reconstruction. Hera 
there is no need to seek help outside. What is needed is 
the cultivation of the “four cardinal principles and the eight 
virtuas” (P3H£ $&), and of these loyalty and filial devotion 
are basic. Turning to the duty of youth he says: “The 
whole of the youth of the nation in time of war must be. at 
the front; in the opening up and development of the country

_ they must direct their steps towards the border areas; in
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the matter oi social service they must enter deeply into 
the life of the rural community; in national service they 
must emphasize what is fundamental, that we may get rid 
of the present evil habit ofliving a life of ease in the towns 
in time of peace, and in time of war seeking safety far away 
in the rear”, (p. 134). “Every young man ought to make 
up his mind to be a soldier or an airman. In this way we 
will be able to change the attitudes of fear and weakness, 
and the atmosphere of decadence and extravagance of the 
past three hundred years, revive tho grand old spirit of 
our race handed down through fifty centuries, and lay the 
foundation of a new and modern ethio on the basis of 
*The State above everything; the Nation coroes first’; thus 
China will be established in the character of a free and 
independent nation, the continued existence of the Chinese 
Republic iu the world will be secured, and China will 
never again be enslaved or destroyed by an alien race*’ 
(pp.134-5).

3. Turning to the social aspect the Generalissimo 
asserts that the New Life Movement is the basis of future 
social reconstruction, and that it includes all five aspects 
of the task of reconstruction (p. 135). At the end of the 
Manchu dynasty it was forgotten by people in their interest 
in things foreign that the rural community is the basis 
from which to start rebuilding the nation, (p.136). The 
Generalissimo emphasizes that recreation &nd education 
are as important as food, clothing, housing and communica
tions; (p.136); and he urges that those who plan to go into 
public life first gain experience in local government, 
(p. 137).

4. Politically, the Generalissimo says that reconstruc
tion should aim at laying the foundations of the ‘Five- 
Power’ Constitution (with executive, legislative, judicial 
departments, civil service examination, and censorship), 
and government by the people. But to do this the whole 
nation will need to bestir itself and develops a spirit of 
independence and initiative (p 138).

5. The basis of reconstruction in the economic field 
will be the development of industry, and the carrying out 
of the principles of ‘equalization of land-ownership’ and 
‘control of capital*. This will now be possible as the 
signing of the new treaties has dons away with all kinds of 
economic fetters by which China has in the past been 
bound (p. 140).

The Generalissimo then sets out in detail his plans for 
the future economic development of China. This section 
is too long even to summarize here. Tha problem is clas
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sified under a number *f different heads:—civil engineering, 
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, air trans
port, river conservancy. housing, clothing, public health, 
mining and metallurgy. To give some conception of h »  
plans let us take a few points from the engineering field. 
The figures tabulated below give some idea of his ultimate 
goal, and of what he hopes to accomplish in the first 
ten years :-
Type» of Undertaking Ultim ate Goal in  10 years 
railways 140,000 kilometres 310,000 km.
highways 1,500,000 kilometres 123,570 km.
harbour construc- 186,000,000 tons

tion ( port capacity) 100,€00,000 tons
locomotives 24 000 8,000
automobiles 7,677,210 451,000
merchant ships 14,417,400 tons 3,043,300 tons
telegraph lines 36,000,000 km. 36.000,000 km,
radio stations 3,000 3,000
radio receivers 18.000,000 18,000,000
civil aviation 120,000 planes 12,000 planes

These figures afford some idea of the Generalissimo's 
plans for the Juture, The plans are all set out iu tabu!ated 
form on pages 142-152. He closes the chapter by quoting 
Dr Sun Yat-sen’s words to the effect that the thing that 
must be put first in all plans for reconstruction is the 
question of the people’s livelihood. “In relation to th? 
four great needs of the whole nation—io^i, clothing, 
housing, and communications,—the government in co-opera
tion with the people must plan for the expansion of agri
culture to ensure that there is sufficient food for all; together 
they must plan for the expansion of textile production to 
secure adequate clothing for the people; they must have a 
comprehensive plan for the building of various types of 
houses that the nation may be comfortably housed; and 
they must construct roads and canals to facilitate com
munication”. (p. 156).

The sixth chapter is entitled “The Fundamental Ques
tion in Revolutionary Recontruction”. In the first section 
of this chapter the Generalissimo discusses the question of 
a satisfactory revolutionary philosophy. He says that on 
the  destructive side the Revolution of 1911 was successful , 
tbut on the constructive side it was a failure, (p 158), But 
he goes on, somewhat paradoxically, to quote Dr Sun 
Yat-sen’s words that in a revolution '‘nothing is more 
difficult than destruction, and nothing easier than construc -

p.159), adding th a t
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the reason for the failure of the revolution on its construc
tive side was due to the failure to realize that revolution
ary methods were equally essential for the task of recon
struction. (p. 160). This leads the Generaiissmo on to say 
that the basic trouble is that people have n»t realized tha . 
the true philosophic principle is that ‘Action is not di’ficult; 
it is knowing (howto act and what to do) that is difficult’. 
People have unfortunately been unduely influenced, he 
feels, by the old proverb: ‘Knowing is not difficult, it is
doing that is difficult’. (£n ;£giM. • 4 f  The
rest of the section is taken u p with a discusdon of this 
fundamental principle of Dr Sun Yat sen’s philosophy, viz, 
that ‘Knowing is difficult, Doing is easy’ an^
an attempt to show that this (and not tha old Chinese 
proverb) is in line with China’s best thought. He quotes 
extensively from the Chinese classics in an endeavour to 
prove his point.

The next section is concerned with the problem 
of changing the spirit and tone of society and the educated 
world. The Generalissimo begins by saying that “previously 
under the fetters of the Unequal Treaties, it was impossible 
for our work of reconstruction to be developed freely. Our 
failure in »he past can therefore be laid at the door of the 
Unequal Treaties. But now that these treaties have been 
abolished, our task of reconstruction is no longer hamperad 
and restricted. If therefore we fail a^ain, the whole nation 
will have to bear the responsibility itself” , (p. 164). After 
a further historical survey ol China’s past, continuing the 
search for a basic philosophy, the Generalissimo states 
that China’s ultimate fate “will not b3 determined by any 
post-war international conference, but is being decided to 
day—today when the war has reaeh«d its final crisis” .

P.173).
He then points out that if there is to be a change in 

poiiticai life, there will have to be a change iD society. 
The power to change society, he says, is education. He 
pleads with Chinese scholars realize that the fate of Chin
ese culture is being decided today. He complains that 
too often they have merely considered their own interests 
and called that ‘freedom’. (175), If China is to pass safely 
through this crisis and reach a position Of stability, Chinese 
scholars must put the state and the nation in the fore
front of their thinking, (p.177).

’She third section discusses the problem of law and
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freedom. The first paragraph points out that the life of 
the individual depends on the life of the group. The 
Generalissimo then stresses the emphasis that Chinese 
political philosophy has always laid on character. “Altruism 
is the foundation of the Revolution, and love the basis for 
world salvation. These ultimate principles of ‘helping the 
Other fellow,’ and of ‘saving the world’ are summed up in 
(the old Chinese saying) 'tha world is one great common* 
wealth’ ” . P. 178).

The San M in Chu I  he maintains is based on this 
last thought, and is an attempt to express and carry out 
in the legal forms of government these basic principles. 
A little later he says the Three Principles of the People 
combine the emotional, intellectual, and legal aspects of 
life. “The principle of nationalism is based on emotion; 
that of democracy on law; that of the people’s livelihood 
on reason”, (p.181).

Coming to the question of freedom, he quotes Dr Sun 
Yat-sen’s words to the effect that “ the Chinese people 
from very early days have had very great freedom; there 
was no need for them to fight for it”.

S  p.182). Dr Sun felt that the object
of the Chinese Rsvolmion was the opposite of the revolu
tions in Europe. He wrote: “Because in Europe in the
past there was too little freedo u, revolutions took place 
in  order to secure freedom. We on the other hand had too 
much freedom, and so had no corporate life, no power of 
resistance, and became just a ‘sheet of loose sand’. This 
was why we suffered invasion at the hands of foreign 
imperialists. If we are to resist foreign oppression, we 
must destroy ‘individual liberty’, and organize ourselves 
into a firm and strong unit. We must, as it were, add cement 
to the sand and make it strong as a rock”.

, j * t —
s fe i is ie if r  • r « A w a  *

pp. 182-3 )
Commenting on this passage the Generalissimo says: 

“Whether ia war-time or the post-war period the ‘individual 
liberty’ that is like a sheet of looss sand cannot continue 
to exist”, (p . 183). He then goes on to say that if each of 
China’s 430,000.000» inhabitants is to have liberty, then 
the liberty of the individual will have to be curtailed within 
certain prescribed limits» or that liberty will impinge on 
the rights of others. He uses the Gypsies as an Illustra
tion of freedom run to seed,-freedom which in his view
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has become licence (p. 184). It is essential, he adds, that 
the whole nation regard it as its sacred duty to obey the 
government’s orders and regulations. “The most important 
cause of the development in China during the past hundred 
years of the attitude of contempt for law, and oi the spread 
of the spirit ol lawlessness, has bsen the existence oi the 
concessions, the quartering ol foreign troops on Chinesa soil, 
and the division of the country into feudal principalities. 
Tha concessions and the area where foreign troops were 
stationed have been outside the control of Chinese law, 
and so the people there could live a life of lust and licence 
outside the sphere of the Chinese legal system; and carry 
on illegal anti-national propaganda and activities. Sinca 
this condition continued for many years there was produced 
on the one hand a negative attitude of irresponsibility, and 
on the other hand an active habit of breaking the law, and 
these became widespread among the people with no con
sciousness of their heinousness. In fact they not only did 
not realize the evil, but thought it was something good. The 
feudal system of the war-lords had further ill effects, and 
completed the destruction of any concept of law or any 
law-abiding spirit” (p. 185). The Gsneralissirao ends the 
chapter by saying that every citizen of China must 
understand the true meaning of liberty, and have a respect 
for law, if China is to become a state governed by law, and 
develope into 'a strong national defence unit’, and “in 
co-operation with other free nnd independent countries 
undertake the responsibility for the msintainance ol peace, 
and the emancipation of mankind”, (p. 186)

Chapter seven is entitled “The Artery of our Revolu
tionary Reconstruction and the Crisis that will Decide our 
National Destiny”. He begins by remarking that it is clear 
from what he has previously said that the success or fail
ure of national reconstruction depends on changing the tone 
of society. But if the present habits and attitudes are to 
be transformed, there will have to be a new spirit, he says, 
throughout the whole nation from the" province through 
the county right d«wn to the smallest country district. 
The youth of the country, the Generalissimo says, "accom
plish nothing” and “ fritter away their lives”
('¿fHlI— P- 18S)»; and the reason for it is their unsatis
factory education. That was the reason why “I organised 
the San Min Chu I Youth Corps. It was to meet the 
urgent needs of our nation’s youth, and to give the Kuomiu’ 
tang new life, and be a source of new strength for the Chinese 
people” (p. 189). These two organizations will guide and 
direct the prosecution of the revolution and reconstruction.
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Continuing, he says, it is not only everyone’s right, but it is 
their duty to join the Kuomintang or the Youth Corps, (p . 
189) "China’s fate in the past depended on foreign diplo
macy, i. e. it was in the hands of foreign imperialists. But in 
the future our destiny will depend on our own internal govern
ment, i. e. it will be in Our own hauds". (p. 191). Everything 
will depend on whether the nation can be really united. 
China’s independence and liberty depend on "genuine unity 
and co-operation, and the observance of law by all in public 
office”. (tejilicPBië P- 191) "We have reached the
watershed in China’s destiny, which will be decided during 
this war period, and that within two years time”; (p. 191 > 
and it will be decided by the people themselves, (p. 192) 
He says that China’s youth is fortunate to be alive at the 
time of this second w^rld war, and take part in this great 
and ever-changing drama. They are fortunate to be able 
to join in the task of reconstruction, unprecedented in its 
magiiitude, and help to write the first page of the history 
of China’s liberty and independence (p. 194). 01 the San  
Min Chu I  he says: “It is not only tha cream of China’s 
age-long culture, and of her lofty national character, it 
also epitomizes the inevitable trend of the prisant tide of 
world thought”, (p. 194). Later he calls it “the nation’s 
soul” . I  P. 186).

In a very important passage the Gsneralissimo emp
hasizes the supreme importance, in his opinion, of the 
Kuomintang and the San Min Chu I Youth Corps in the life 
of the n&tion. He writes; “ If China today had no Kuomintang, 
there would be no China If the Kuomintang revolution 
fails, it means t^ie failure of the whole Chinese nation. To 
put it briefly: the destiny of China depends entirely on the 
Kuomintang. If the Kuomintang ceases to exist or fails 
in its task, the Chinese nation has nothing on which it can 
rely; not only will China not be reckoned as one of the four 
great world powers, but it will be subject to the control of 
all the nations of the world, and the name of the Chinese 
Republic will disappear for ever from the world’s m aps”, 
(p. 196) Later he adds; “ The Kuomintang is the great 
artery of the nation, the young men oi the San Min Chu 1 
Youth Corps are the artery’s fresh blood corpuscles” . 
(p.196). He pleads with people to join the Party, and 
not stay outside and criticise it. If they continue like this 
to the point of destroying the Kuomintang, they may find 
they have destroyed China and themselves in the process, (p. 
198). After referring to the war-lords of the past, hsasks 
if the activités of the new style feudal war-lords are to be 
considered%he true revolution. If this recrudescence of
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carving out territory for themselves and opposing the revolu
tion continues, there can be no unity of China nor any true 
progress (p.189). He adds that “the Great Powers, Soviet 
Russia, Great Britain, and U. S. A. all hope for the emancip
ation and progress of China, and the independence and free
dom of her pe3ple, and so they have now of their own 
initiative one after the other given up the limitless powers 
and boundless rights they have had in China for the past 
hundred years under the Unequal Treaties--powers once 
so deeply entrenched”, (p. 199). He then asks why can
not war-lords and other groups similarly give up their 
powers in the causa of national unity. How can you call 
these people a ‘political party’, he as! s. In what nation 
is there any political party that tries to maintain its posi
tion by military force, and prevents the unity of the nation? 
(p. 199). — a reference apparently to the communists in 
the north-west. He pleads with evsry one whatever their 
party or their attitude, whatever their actions may have been 
in the past, to abandon their own prejudices and mutual 
divisions, that the nation may bs truely united, and make 
progress in the right direction, and s~> avoid giving foreigners 
any opportunity again of ridiculing China as a backward 
nation and an inferior race. (p. 200).

The title of Chapter eight is “The Destiny of China and 
the Future of the World”. The Generalissimo begins by 
saying that one obvious reason for China’s weakness in 
the past has been her lack of scientific knowledge and 
technical skill. This has led the Chinese during the past 
hundred years, as he puts It, ‘ to worship foreign culture 
as a whole" and forget China’s
national virtues and the good points in her own cultural 
heritage, (p. 203). One noteworthy feature of China's 
culture has been her political philosophy, which has always 
sought to make the material world minister to the needs 
of man, and avoid making man its slave, (p. 203). Because 
of her national virtues China has never been afraid of the 
strong, or insulted the weak, but has always put herself in 
the place of others in accordance with her traditional 
principles of ‘loyalty and filial devotion’. This has made 
her for many thousands of years the strong friend of the 
peoples of Asia; helping the weak and raising up the fallen, 
(pp. 293-4J. Even when China was at the height of her 
power, there is no record of her exploiting economically or 
politically the peoples of Asia; there is no trace of imper
ialism, or of the seizing of territories for colonies, (p. 204). 
Europe, says the Generalissimo, has despised our political 
philosophy and virtue. European capitalism has made
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human life the slave of productive technology for its own 
profit, and imperialism has made men the slaves of the 
war machine to satisfy its desire for colonies. So recent 
European history is full on the one hand of class wars 
inside nations, and on the other hand of wars between 
peoples in the world at larg^. (p. 204). For this science 
cannot be blamed. Science is man’s tool. The real reason is 
that “China’s lofty political philosophy is not well known”, 
(pp. 204-5). If there is to bs permanent peace after the 
war, then there must be an end to the present system of 
making man the slave of his tools. Otherwise our struggle 
against aggression is without meaning or value, (p. 205).

The Generalissimo then proceeds to emphasize that 
China has never set high store on military prowess; that 
*to support the weak and check the strong’ is her concep
tion of tl e duty of the soldier, and th a t ‘war to stop war’ 
is the only reasonable objective in fighting, (p. 205), 
Turning to the causes of war, he says, they are to be found 
in all ideas or actions that savour of political, economic, 
or military exploitation and the systems connected there
with. In other words “ the cause of war is imperialism”, 
(p. 205). China’s urgent demand and appeal for the freedom 
and independence of her own and other lands grows out 
of her owrn long period of suffering. It is not th a t she 
wants to ba “leader of Asia”. China has never fought any 
war against her neighbours tha t was not a ’righteous 
war’,—-that was not fought for her own existence. She has 
new r fought aggressive wars, and she hap no intention now 
of taking over the mantle of Japanese Imperialism, (p. 
206). China’s desire for her own independence and the 
emancipation of all nations arises from her sense of duty, 
and responsibility, and not from any desire for selfish gain. 
He adds that a strong independent China would be a great 
stabilizing factor in Asia. (p. 207_).

Turning to the post-war world the Generalissimo says: 
“The principles of the freedom of peoples and the equality 
of states must be embodied|in the organisation for interna
tional peace after the war”, (p. 207) The failure to do so 
was, in his opinion, the prime cause of the failure of the 
League of Nations, (p. 208) This principle must also be 
followed in the post-war development of economic and 
cultural relations. Unless every nation has equal oppor
tunities for the development of its economic resources, h e  
feels that political independence and liberty will be lost 
under the pressure of economic exploitation. In addition, 
the idea of ‘superior races’ must disappear from the world, 
if there is to be any permanent peace, (p.208). The co
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fields holds out hope for the future; but as far as China 
herself is concerned, if her goal is to be reached, thero 
must be a determination on the part of all her people to 
continue the bitter struggle to the end. (p .209)

In the “Conclusion” which brings the book to a closa 
the Generalissimo makes two points:-1. History has proved 
that the method of national revolution is the most thorough 
and the right road to take, and along this path China 
must continue to travel till the goal of her reconstruction 
has heen reached, (p.211). 2. The co-operation of the peo
ples of Asia, whose spirit has been aroused by China's 
resistance to Japan, is essential for final victory. Any 
attempt after the war to secure permanent peace and free
dom for mankind must begin with the freedom and equ
ality of Asiatic states and peoples (p.211). “The stabil
ity of Asia is a guarantee of world peace; the emancipation 
of the pooples of Asia will mean the freedom of the world”.

P-212)
With a final peroration the Generalissimo brings the 

book to a close: “Fellow-countryment! The Unequal
Treaties have now been abolished! While we look back over 
the sufferings of the past hundred years, we must deter
mine to continue to show the same spirit of courage as the 
revolutionary heroes of the past, and the soldiers and 
civilians who have laid down their lives for their country. 
We must recall the spirit of our fore-fathers who during 
five thousand years have been building our nation. We 
must strengthen our resolution, and deepen our determin
ation, ever seeking to be more and more real and practical, 
ever reaching forward for some thing better than we have 
known before. We must put into actual practice the 
revolutionary jphilosophy of Dr. Bun Yat-sen, summed up 
in his words ‘Knowing is difficult, but Action is easy’. We 
must each in our station and profession, according to our 
wisdom and abilities, work to change the habits and at
titudes of society, to create a new spirit in public life, and 
to develope a respect for law and order. Wa must toge
ther as one body move towards the goal of national re
construction in its five fields; psychology, ethics, social 
order, politics, and economics. We must make every effort 
to put into practice our comprehensive plan of reconstruc
tion, which combines Into one whole questions of culture, 
economics, and national defence, in the hope that in con
junction with the United Nations we may take our share 
of responsibility for changing the world, guaranteeing peace, 
and securing the freedom of all mankind”, (p.213)
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There is one passage which should perhaps have been 
included in the quotations from the first chapter given at 
the beginning of this article, as it describes the area of the 
^Chinese state in terms of certain principles, which it would 
seem the Generalissimo regards as those on which the 
delimitation of frontiers should be based. It is a passage 
which precedes his description of the natural boundaries 
of the Chinese Republic. He writes:”

“The area of the Chinese state is determined by the 
needs of national security

P. 5), and the limits of the bonds of Chinese 
culture P. 5). The ter
ritory of Cnina up to a hundred years ago, comprising more 
than 10,000,000 square kilometres, included no area that 
was not essential to China’s existence as a nation, no area 
that was not deeply influenced by Chinese civilisation, (if-

s w t h b ik

MjCi&'Z.BtiiliM  P- 5) Th« breaking up of this territory 
meant the ruin of national security, and the decay o! na
tional culture. The whole nation must, therefore, regard 
it as a national humiliation, and until the whole country 
has been recovered, we cannot relax our efforts to wipe out 
this humiliation and save ourselves from dastruction”, 
((P* 5)

As" was said a t the beginning of this article it is import
ant 4hat all missionaries should bs familiar with the con
tents of this book, as itjs  sure to be a very important factor 
in moulding the thought of the younger generation. In 
the official summary issued to the foreign press it is s ta t
ed that “tha boo it will be used in Chinese colleges and 
schools as ths most important extra-curriculum read
ing matter”. If, therefore, we are to understand the 
viewpoint of Chinese students and young people, with whom 
we come in contact, it is essential that we have some 
knowledge of its contents. An official English translation, 
we understand, is being made by Dr Wang Chung-hui, 
which presumably will be available shortly for English 
readers. In the meantim« it is hoped that this summary 
may be of some use to such of the foreign community as 
are unable to read the original.



PRAYERS IN WARTIME

1. Lord, make me worthy of victory. Amen
2. For the high courage of those who fight,

For the quiet patience of those who wait.
For the great love of those who give their lives for their 

friends,
We thank Thee, 0  Lord.

CONSTRUCTION AND ECONOMIC 
SAVING CERTIFICATES.

G u a r a n t o r s : - - Bank of China, Central Bank. Bank of 
Communications, Farmers Bank of 
China, Post Office.

A—Registersd with names- 
B—Non-registered (bearer): both can be 

used as presents.

; —Five dollars. Ten, Fifty. One hundred, 
Five hundred, One thousand, Ten 
thousand dollars.

A —Eight per cent—twelve per cent for six 
months—ten years, compound in
terest.

B—Ten per cent—twelve per cent for one 
year—ten years, compound interest,

D r a w  O u t  ; - - ' A—After six months. B—after one year 
whole or a part can be drawn on, as 
the bearer prefers.

K i n d s  : -  -

D e n o m i n a t i o n s

I n t e r e s t  : -  -

W h e r e  To B u y  : —In the above places.



BRITISH & FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY 
AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY

NATIONAL BIBLE SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND

A N N O U N C E  P L E N T I F U L  S U P P L I E S  
FOUR GOSPELS AND ACTS

at one dollar each
THE NEW TESTAMENT

in many sizes and varieties of 
bindings

THE COMPLETE BIBLE
in two volumes bound in rexine

St MARK AND ST JOHN’S GOSPELS _
in Chinese and English 
at Five dollars each.

WRITE.
The Bible House, Shuang Feng Ch’iao, Chengtu 
The Bible House, 191 Pao An Lu, Chungking 
The Bible House, Fang Niu Hang, Chungking.
The Bible House, Pei Men Kai, Kunming 
The Bible House, 34 Fen Feng Lu, Kukong Kwang

tung.
St Matthew & St Luke Bilingual Edition. Ready 

August First.

THE- RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY
( In te r im  C om m it tee  for Free  C h ins , )

The committee publishing bi-monthly an Evangelical, 
magazine, und r the management of an Editorial Board; 
The magazine. published under the title SPIRITUAL LIFE 
(#8 will be loyal to the Evangelical positon for which
the R.T.S. has always stood. It will oontain expository 
articles, digests of new books, and original articles from 
well known writers. Its aim will be to set forth the 
Lord Jssus Christ, that our fellow believers may be built 
up, rooted and grounded in Him; deepen devotion to 
Him and to promote whole-hearted service for Him. Publica- 
tion will commence from January 1943. Subscriptions 
should be sent to The Business Manager. SPIRITUAL 
LIFE ( j j @ R . T . S .  72, Fang Cheng Tung Kai, 
Chengtu. *


